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Fig. 18. Geographical regions of the warped coa;tlands around Sydney. The warp margins are
about five miles wide. (l-rom a map in Proceedings of the Royal Society, 1923.)
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EDITORIAL
The Editors have reproduced the Associate and Affiliate Lists in this issue because there were a
number of inaccuracies in the previous list. We offer apologies to those whose details were incorrect
but at least we know you were reading the Newsletter. For those members who work in NSW we
have some recent draft information from NPWS included in this report. These documents are at the
stage of undergoing external review. Neville Burkitt, Acting Manager of Cultural Heritage Services
Division, asks for members of AACA Inc to review this material and send him their comments. The
postal address for sending your comments is included with the material. This is an opportunity for all
members who operate within NSW to offer their opinions and express their concerns about issues
relating to NPWS. They would appreciate positive comments on good parts of this draft constructive
suggestion.
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Page 10 of the paper on NPWS & the Archaeological Consultant comments on the proposed review
process of archaeological reports and states that NPWS will discuss any initial concerns about the
report with the Consultant rather than approaching the Client. An interesting approach from NPWS.
If a satisfactory outcome between NPWS and the Consultant is not achieved they will then raise their
concerns with the Client. This section does not outline a process of mediation between the Consultant
and NPWS. This is clearly an issue in the current climate of Consultants' relations with NPWS. Who
reviews the reviewer?
You may notice the absence of regular offerings from Breccia - this correspondent seems to have got
caught in a rockfall and is unable to offer their witty and scurrilous analysis of current archaeology.
We are uncertain if this demise is permanent or if we have to await the Spring thaw. Either way we
miss you.
Happy Archaeology
Editors for this edition are Mary Casey and Tony Lowe.
Publications Sub-committee: Mary Casey, Denise Donlon, Tony

owe and Jane Lydon.

CONTRIBUTIONS
As ever we are perturbed at the paucity of correspondence from interstate. We are happy to accept
material for the Newsletter from any interstate member, you do not have to be the state delegate. All
contributions should be sent to the AACA mail box or faxed to (02) 558 2014. Deadlines for
forthcoming Newsletters are: 20th May, 20th August, 20th November.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
I

This Newsletter is produced quarterly. All members of the Association receive the Newsletter as part
of their subscription. However the Newsletter is available to non-members at the following rates:
A$20 (within Australia)
A$25 (outside Australia)
Back copies are available for $3.00 per copy.
Orders for the Newsletter should be addressed to:
Newsletter Editors
AACA Inc.
Box 214 Holme Building
University of Sydney NSW 2006
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NOTES FROM THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY

A warm welcome to new Full Member Siobhan Lavelle, Associates
Stephen Corsini, Christine Martin (finally!) and Warwick Pearson,
and Newsletter member Jill Ruig. Additional details such as
address, phone and f a x numbers are included in the updated lists
printed elsewhere in this edition of the Newsletter.
Here at Glenorie Power Base I, the Treasurer (my friend John Edgar)
and I have recently finished checking, updating and spring-cleaning
AACA records. This has involved many hours on the computer plus
letters and phone calls, and has resulted in a number of members
being zapped out of the system (though we have kept their files, in
case they decide to rejoin within the allowed five years).
There are now 126 members (21 Full Members, 77 Associates, 22
Affiliates and 6 Newsletter) plus 6 Complimentary members and 4
applicants under assessment. NSW & ACT (combined) have 70 members,
WA 20, Qld 14, Vic 9 (strangely Victorian membership seems to be
decreasing, despite having their own State Chapter), SA 8, NT 3,
Tas 2.
It was good to see so many AACA members (both male and female) at
the recent, highly successful, Women In Archaeology Conference,
held at Sydney University Women's College. I spotted 34 but there
may have been some I missed. Once again these figures refute
observations from the academics that consulting archaeologists are
not involved in so-called "mainstream1'archaeology, both
theoretical and practical (if one can separate the two, which I
doubt, any more than one can continue to believe the myth of
absolute objectivity in science). Enough of the waffle - may your
fieldwork be fascinating, your computers compliant and your bank
accounts burgeon.

ASHA Lectures
27 April - Archaeology of the British Empire: Q post-colonial perspective, Associate Professor Judy

Birmingham, University of Sydney.

-

22 June m e archaeology of the three settlements, Kingston, Norfolk Island, Dr Robert Varman,
Heritage Consultant.
31 August - Exploring Africa'spast, 1961-1995: apersonal account, Professor Graharn Connah,

Humanities Research Centre, ANU.

23 November - 'Musing midst the ruins ': Historical archaeology 25+ years BP, Professor John
Mulvaney, Australian Academy of the Humanities, Canberra.
Venues: The April, June and August lectures will be held in The Terrace, Australian Museum (use
the William Street entrance) from 6pm. The November Lecture, to celebrate 25 years since the
founding of ASHA, will be at the Stephen Roberts Theatre, University of Sydney, also from 6pm.
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Article to: the Newsletter of the Australian Association of Consulting Archaeologists

Master in Cultural Heritage Studies
Dept of Anthropology & Archaeology
JamesCook University of North Queensland

......................................................................

The Department of Anthropology and Archaeology at James Cook
University has recently introduced a Master in Cultural Heritage Studies in
programme. The course is aimed at honours graduates in both disciplines
and will provide postgraduate training in a range of areas associated with
the definition and management of cultural heritage. It is anticipated that is
an excellent base for those interested in working in the area of policy
making, anthropological and archaeological consulting and heritage
management. Obviously, this course cannot replace the on-the-job training
that is a necessary part of work in these areas, but it will give new graduates
the opportunity to focus on issues associated with cultural heritage, and
may serve as in-service training for those who have recently taken up such
positions. This is a fee-paying course and the first intake will be in 1996.
The course is designed as a masters by coursework rather than research
thesis as this format allows students to be introduced to a broader range of
subjects and material. It will be taught as intensive two-week workshops in
January, June, July and November of each year. Residency at the University
is required during the workshops, however students are able to return to
other commitments in between. It can be undertaken full-time in 2 years or
on a part-time basis. Students will be required to complete a total of eight
subjects, including four core units and four electives.
Subjects included in the programme are listed below, however electives
may be drawn from some advanced subjects in related disciplines offered by
other departments within the University.

Core Units
AY5001 (Ethics and Research) involves a critical examination of codes of
ethics through workshops involving practitioners in a range of fields as
well as Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island people.
AY5002 (The Politics of Research and Action) presents a range of case studies
from applied anthropological and archaeological work, highlighting such
issues as: consultant's skills and responsibilities, legal and ethical
obligations and the politics of working with different interest groups.
AY5003 (Legislative Frameworks) provides an introduction to legal
frameworks (in Australia and overseas) related to cultural heritage. It
focuses on the scope and sources of cultural heritage legislation and the
historical involvement of anthropologists and archaeologists in the framing
and facilitation of such legislation.

AY5004 (Critique of Key Concepts) critically evaluates terms such as culture,
kinship, gender, descent, tribe, society, place and site, which represent key
concepts in anthropology and archaeology.. It focuses on the way in which
the meanings of these concepts are historically transformed and politically
informed in practice.

Electives
AY5011 (Research and Communication) offers a critical examination of
issues related to undertaking fieldwork within other societies. It includes
an examination of the role of language, the notion of consultation and
informed consent and issues related to the ownership of intellectual
property and the role of heritage in the construction of identity.
AY5012 (Interpreting the Law) introduces students to the trial process,
problems of evidence and the role of the anthropologist/archaeologist as an
expert witness.
It will also address the role of the
anthropologist/archaeologist in Australia in determinations of Native Title
by the Native Title Tribunal.
AY5013 (Assessment of Cultural Significance) is a theoretical and historical
overview of the notion of cultural significance with particular focus on how
various agencies have assessed 'what' and 'who' is significant.
AY5014 (Report 'Production and Data Bases) examines a range of models
used for data acquisition and management and critically examines the
research intent, structure and mandatory contents of a professionally
acceptable report.
AY5015 (Minor Thesis) involves a 10,000 word dissertation or minor thesis
on an approved topic in either discipline within an area relevant to
Cultural Heritage Studies.

The Department
The Department currently has fourteen positions on staff and
approximately 20 postgraduate students. The University has campuses at
Townsville and Cairns and anthropology, though not archaeology, is taught
at both. Staff and postgraduate students are involved in research across a
range of conceptual areas in Australia as well as Asia, the Pacific, Papua
New Guinea and elsewhere.
The Department has a strong research interest in matters related to cultural
heritage. This has included the involvement of both disciplines in the
definition of cultural heritage and related matters such as the role of
museums, intellectual property rights etc. Undergraduate teaching and
postgraduate projects in the Department have reflected this interest for
several years, however the new Masters programme is aimed at providing
directed professional training in this area.
The Department is in the process of expanding and developing both
undergraduate and postgraduate programmes in Marine Archaeology. It is
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anticipated that a future addition to the Masters in Cultural Heritage Studies
would be an elective on management problems in Marine Archaeology.
Other developments will include specific subjects related to cultural
heritage outside of Australia, especially in Asia and the Pacific.
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Enquiries should be directed to:
Shelley Greer
CO-ordinator
Master in Cultural Heritage Studies
Dept of Anthropology & Archaeology
James Cook University of North Queensland Q 4811

Ph 077 814302/814846
Fax 077795135.

Volunteers are needed~for~fiell~t~ork~fronz
hllrrrclr to Aj~ril1995 in the Lccrr~r,in-.h~(rtrrrtrliste
region, south-western Austrcrlin. As pcrrt qf PI1 D.ficldwork I plnn to cwtr wrte rr ctri1esite
on the coast about 50 km north of Cope I,eertwin. Food, rrccor7trnotlrrtion and trmcl into
e
thefield front Perth clre coilered The 200-odd regionrrl cnves include tlr c L ~ t Pleistocene
occupntion sites of Devil's Lnir mcl the recent!,) rliscovererl Tunnel Cm)c The region is
also known for its forests, herrrrtjfirl constline nnrl aineyrrrtls! For.firtker detrrils contnct:
Tel: (09) 380 1246
Joe Dortch
C/Centre for Archaeology, UWA
F a : (09) 380 1023
AH: (09) 335 3906
Myer St
Nedlands \IIA 6009
e-mail: j d o ~ ~ t c h @ , u t ~ i ~ ' a . ~ ~ \ ~ ' a . e d ~ t . a ~ ~

REPtlCABILlTY IN STONE ARTEFACT RECORDING

Beth Rich would like to hear from volunteers interested in taking part in a study of stone
artefact recording. It is envisaged that the study would involve several persons recording

the same artefact assemblage, preferably twice. The recordings could then be compared
to ascertain variation between recorders, and variation between separate recordings by the

same people. It is stressed that the objective of the study is not to ascertain how

accurately people record artefacts (there are no right or wrong scores) but to determine

which variables might be most consistently recorded, and what range of results could
realistically be expected from recorder variation. At this time it is anticipated that volunteers
would need to set aside approximately two days, possibly separated by several weeks.

Persons taking part in the study could expect anonymity in reporting of the results. Those
interested can contact Beth on '(02)f 43 3797

WAC-3 M NEW DELHI
Sarah Colley, School of Archaeology,
Building A14, University of Sydney,
. ..
.
NSW 2006... .,
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I don't know exactly how many delegates
finally attended the World Archaeological
Congress3 which was held in New Delhi
from the 4th to the 1lth December (more
- or less). When we arrived at the five-star
- Taj Palace Hotel for Conference
Registration on Sunday 4th December the
organisers themselves seemed to have
only a vague idea of how many peopIe
were coming. I've since heard a
suggestion that about 900 people fiom
over 70 countries attended. My luck was
in to start with, as my name was actually
listed on a computer printout, unlike some
of my less fortunate colleagues, and after
a couple of short waits in moderate queues
I received my book of lunch tickets and a
smart dark-red WAC-3 briefcase
containing a guidebook to historic
monuments in Delhi and invitations to
various functions, all beautifully printed
on hand-made paper. However, (first sign
of major trouble) there was no academic
programme. I queued again to give my
name and the title of my two papers to a
group of stressed-looking students from
Southampton University who were
organising the academic programme.
Before he took my name a Southampton
student thrust a piece of paper into my
hand and asked me if I had any major
disagreement with the following:
'Followinga meeting in New Delhi on the
eve of the Third WorldArchaeological
Congress, the WAC Executive is making it
known that it supports the view ofour
Indian colleagues that there should be no
papers or discussion within the Congress
programme nor resolutions or discussion
at meetings of the Executive
Committee/Counciland in the Plenary
Session on the politically and communally
sensitive Ram Jamna Bhumi-Babri Masjid
(Ayodhya) issue. The Executive
recognises that the practical

consequences of discussing this issue
would be beyond the Executive 's control.
In asking members of the
Congress to respect this understanding,
the Executive assures participants that
this is the only concession that it is willing
to make to limitation of the WAC
principles of discussion of the historical
bnd social role, and political context, of
archaeological enquiry and
interpretation.
Signed: Jack Golson, President WAC '
-.

As I had just arrived, and was suffering
from jet-lag and culture shock, I had no
idea what the issue was about, and was in
no position to either agree or disagree and
simply registered my name. What on
earth was going on? I quickly tapped into
the rumour and gossip which became a
major source of information (and no doubt
mis-information) in the absence of any
other efficient means of communication.
Rumour No 1: "Several UK delegates
had dropped out at the last minute in
protest at attempts to gag the WAC over
the Ayodhya issue. They had been
furiously e-mailing around the world
trying to pursuade others to drop out too."
Unfortunately by the time they e-mailed
Australia most delegates were already 'in
transit' in Singapore and Bangkok.
Maybe I'm just cynical, but I couldn't
help wondering if maybe some people
were relieved to find an excellent
'politically correct' excuse not to come Delhi is not an EASY place to be. As
someone from ANU observed - you can't
breathe the air, drink the water or eat most
of the food without getting sick. Before I
went I spent $1 70 on drugs (not the
recreational k i d ) to ward off possible
rrnpleasant tropical diseases and followed
the 'Boil it, Peel it, Cook it, or Forget it'
rule to avoid the dreaded 'Delhi Belly'.
Rumour No 2: "Peter Ucko was not
coming to WAC because either: Makkhan
La1 ( the Indian academic programme
coordinator) had threatened to kill him"

(reasons unspecified) or: "because he is
sick and his doctor has advised him not to
travel". Who knows? Peter Ucko did
eventually arrive half way through the
week.
1
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Rumour No 3: "When Peter Ucko did
arrive he came with a suitcase of money to
pay off the Taj Palace Hotel who were
threatening to pull the plug on the
conference venue because they had not
been paid". Again - who knows?
After sterling backroom efforts by
session organisers and their helpers
(mostly from Southampton, I believe) one
copy of a makeshift academic programme
was pinned to a noticeboard by Monday
evening. This listed the time and venue
for each Theme, but not individual papers.
Most organisers announced the individual
speakers for their sessions each morning
with hand-written announcements on
butchers paper pinned up in the lobby. A
properly printed, bound 'Programme of
the Congress' also appeared. This will
probably become a collectors item as the
'programme of the conference that never
was' as it lists scores of papers and
delegates who weren't actually there.
Lord Colin Renfrew used his influence to
pursuade the British High Commission to
loan their Xerox machine to make multiple
copies of the programnle for Theme 3
(Language, Anthropology and
Archaeology). By all accounts (rumours?)
this was one of the best-organised themes
as delegates knew in advance which
papers would be presented when, and the
organisers successfully repelled all
attempts to evict them from the room they
had been allocated. Other Themes
weren't so lucky. I heard particular horror
stories from Theme 6 (The Neogene and
the Quaternary) which started at the
National Museum but was switched back
to the Taj Palace Hotel half way through
the week following multiple problems
with transport, rooms unavailable or
locked, papers cancelled without notice
and general disorganisation. I started in
Theme I 1 (Changing Perspectives in

Historical Archaeology), Sub-Theme 1 1A
(Exploring epistemological problems:
questions of definition of the subject)
which was supposed to be coordinated by
P.P Funari (Brazil) with whom I barely
made contact. My paper was scheduled at
9.00 am on the first morning of the
academic programme. The Chair (David
Small) was suffering from flu and should
probably have stayed in bed. It took us 20
minutes to locate our allocated room,
which we found locked. We eventually
started the session only half an hour late
and I delivered my paper to an audience of
about ten people, as the buses bringing
delegates from the hotels were running
late and no-one had yet arrived. Despite
these severe constraints there was actually
some interesting discussion in the session
with papers from I. Pikarayi (Zimbabwe)
on current trends in historical archaeology
in Zimbabwe from a black-African
perspective; H. Frazer (USA) on 'Viceroy
Curzon, historical archaeologist?' and S.L.
Norman (USA) on DNA testing of human
skeletons from a historic period cave site
in the Bahamas. Martin Hall (South
Africa) discussed the current state of
Historical Archaeology in South Africa.
A. Andren (Sweden) tried to define
'historical archaeology' on a world-scale
by tracing when and where 'historical'
records first appeared in different parts of
the world and the impact of this on the
type of archaeology practiced in different
places. Dave Austin (UK)said he had
thrown away his original paper (which
was supposed to be about 'Removing the
chains of history making a world
historical archaeology'). Instead he
discussed a site from Wales where.one
group of people had destroyed a place
important to the indigenous population
they had just conquered, and then re-built
directly on top of it. What a coincidence!
His case study was remarkably similar to
the Indian 'Ayodhya' issue which we were
banned from discussing.
Unfortunately I missed most of
the afternoon 'Historical Archaeology'
session. I caught parts of papers by Chris
Tilley (UK) and Mike Rowlands (UK)

which unfortunately didn't make much
sense to me as the air-conditioning at the
back of the room drowned out the
speakers voices, and I was starting to
develop flu. I sat through Michael ParkerPearson talking about his recent research
in Madagascar which was interesting, but
out of context as I'd missed most of the
other papers.
Next day I decided to give the
'Historical Archaeology' session a miss
and opted instead for a session in the next
room on 'Frontiers of Landscape
Archaeology' organised by Andrew
Fleming and Dave Austin fiom Lampeter
University in the UK. This turned out to
be a good choice and I stuck with the
session all day, and found it to be
interesting and rewarding. Several
Australians presented papers (including
Colin Pardoe, Sally Brockwell, and
Vivienne Wood). Interestingly enough,
many of the issues discussed (eg the
relationship between historical and
archaeological evidence, the nature of
tradition, who owns the past) were topics
which popped up in other sessions,
including the 'Historical Archaeology'
session I'd just abandoned.
Next day (Thursday) was the trip
to Agra to see the Taj Mahal. The buses
were due at my hotel (the Hans Plaza) at 6
am where delegates were lodged between
the 17th and 20th floor. When we found
the lifts not working we attempted to walk
down the stairs, only to find the fire doors
locked on the 16th floor and our exit
barred. We were eventually ferried down
in batches in the service lift by two helpful
gentleman who assured an angry group of
Scandinavian delegates that the locked fire
exits were in fact 'No Problem' and that in
case of fire the doors would be unlocked
(presuming the fire didn't get there first).
The drive to Agra was an 11 hour roundtrip on some pretty hairy roads. It gave us
an impression of Indian life outside Delhi,
and allowed us to breathe some clean air
for a few hours. Air pollution in Delhi is
bad - caused by smoke from cooking fires,
diesel fumes and waste from factory
chimneys. We were told that because the

Taj Mahal is inscribed on the World
Heritage List the government has banned
heavy industry in Agra to save the
building fiom destruction by air pollution.
World Heritage Buildings are obviously
much more important than people's lungs
in India, it seems. After about an hour at
the Taj Mahal we adjourned to a five-star
hotel for a huge lunch (wonderful curries!)
and were then given an official military
escort to visit an impressive palace built
by one of the Moghul's in the 17th century
(I think). The man had four wives all of
different religious backgrounds. In the
cool of the afternoon, the palace was
magnificent. Not so magnificent was
being swamped by scores of hawkers and
beggars when we went to visit an
adjoining mosque
On Friday morning I started off in
a session on the 'Relationship Between
Theory and Practice' in Australia. This
Theme was coordinated (very well) by
Stephanie Moser, and this particular
session was chaired by Betty Meehan. I
heard papers by Robin Sim and Daryl
West, Laurajane Smith, Stephanie Moser,
Anne Clarke and Claire Smith. As 90 %
of the audience seemed to be people I
knew fiom Australia and I'd heard most of
the argument. before I opted for another
session after tea break. I sat through a
mix of papers in a session of Theme 9
(Cultural Property, Conservation and
Public Awareness) including discussion of
. the application of multiple remote sensing
techniques for site survey, a discussion of
archaeology and the media, and the
wonders of the internet and voice mail box
systems. It was all rather too eclectic and
didn't hang together well. As one African
delegate remarked - what use is the
internet to people in developing countries
who haven't even got access to a
computer? The same could currently said
for many archaeologists currently working
outside academic institutions.
My Saturday was mostly taken up
with a Session on 'Trade, Contact and
Culture Change in Oceania' organised by
Robin Torrence and Anne Clarke in
Theme 2 (Archaeology as an Indicator or

Trade and Contact). Unfortunately very
few of the speakers had received copies of
the pre-circulated papers (despite having
ordered and paid for them in advance).
Although there were copiesavailable in
the WAC Office at the conference; the
organisers refused to release them.
Despite such difficulties Robin and Anne
did an excellent job of organising the
session, most speakers kept to their 10minute time-slot, and there was some
interesting discussion. Papers were
presented by Val Attenbrow, myself,
Anne Clarke, Paul Rainbird, Christophe
Sand (New Caledonia), Denise Gaughwin,
Stuart Bedford (NZ), Caroline Phillips.
(NZ), Vivienne Wood, Robin Torrence
and Scott Mitchell. Martin Hall (South
Africa) acted as a discussant for the final
discussion on 'Contact in WorldPerspective'. He and the audience
provided excellent feedback on the papers.
Most of the delegates in the room were
from the Southern hemisphere, and we
discussed the possibility of fiture cooperation between people working outside
Europe and North America. Many people
felt we shared common experiences and
faced problems not considered by many
northern hemisphere archaeologists who
often acted as self-appointed arbiters of
'archaeological theory' which was often
marginal to the needs and interests of
people working outside Europe and the
USA.
Sunday was my last day in Delhi.
I missed part of the discussion in my
session the previous afternoon when I had
to queue for a hour to try to gain an
assurance from Dr Makkhan La1 that my
US$270 accommodation deposit had been
acknowledged by the hotel. Dr La1
assured me that WAC would be faxing all
hotels that evening to ensure that
delegates would be given credit for
deposits already paid. The Hans Plaza
Hotel denied any knowledge of this
money when I went to pay my bill and I
had to pay the whole bill (which had also
increased by 50% over the original stated
price). So Sunday morning was spent
queuing up again (this time for an hour

and a half) to try to retrieve my
accommodation deposit from Dr Lal.
After a very long wait with a group of
other delegates who all had similar
problems, I was refunded only some of my
money. Dr La1 claimed that the hotel was
lying about not having received my
deposit. Somehow I don't feel very
optimistic about seeing the US$100 that
WAC still owes me. Rumour No 4:
"WAC-3 is now deeply in debt."
Somehow I believe this one. 1
I went straight from the money
queue to the plenary session which had
already started. There was chaos and
uproar in the room. A large group of very
angry Indian delegates were screaming
and shouting abuse from the floor at the
small group of mostly elderly, male,
Indians in suits on the stage who were
yelling back. Tempers were raised and I
couldn't understand half of what was
being said. As things seemed to be getting
nasty, and I'd missed half of the
discussion anyway trying to retrieve my
money, I left the plenary. I gather that
several motions were presented for
discussion fiom the floor. Some of these
(fiom various Indian factions) wanted
discussion of the banned Ayodhya issue.
Others (from an assortment of WAC
delegates) deplored the pressure put on
WAC not to discuss Ayodhya as a
curtailment of academic freedom. Some
delegates prevented discussion of these
motions by a process of filibustering.
Finally the organisers stopped the plenary
altogether by switching off the PA system
and removing the microphones, just as
Jack Golson was about to address the
meeting. So much for 'freedom of
speech'.
Although we were not allowed to
discuss Ayodhya, delegates were
bombarded with propaganda about the
issue throughout the conference. A quick
read of this material does little to really
clarify the issues. I'm now collecting and
compiling a complete set of handouts,
press-cuttings, motions and background
information on the issue, and conducting
literature research into both the politics

and the archaeology. If anyone is
interested I will provide a set of this
material at cost price when its been
compiled. My current understanding of
the basic issues are as follows, although
further research will undoubtedly modify
this account. On December 6th 1992 a
Muslim mosque at Ayodhya was tom
down as part of a wave of violence
between Hindus and Muslims which
swept the couxltry, associated with a
growing trend of Hindu fundamentalism
supported by political parties such as the
BJP. There were major riots and many
people were killed. Fundamentalist
Hindus claim Ayodhya as the birthplace of
the god Ram, and cite archaeological
excavations undertaken there as 'scientific
proof that there was previously a Hindu
temple on the site which was destroyed by
the mosque. The current secular
government wishes to suppress discussion
of such issues, which they argue can only
inflame further conflict and violence
between Hindus and Muslims. The WAC3 coincided with the two year anniversary
of the destruction of Ayodhya when there
were expected to be demonstrations and
possible violence. Claims that discussion
of such a sensitive issue at the Congress
could have placed the organisers, the
WAC Executive and even WAC delegates
in real physical danger are probably not
exaggerated.
It's impossible to provide a
definitive summary of 'what happened at
WAC-3'. Each person's experiences were
no doubt different, although there were
some common themes. 1) Very poor
organisation, especially of the academic
programme, exacerbated problems
experienced at all large conferences and
detracted from the value of many of the
academic sessions. 2) Many delegates
were struck down with either vomiting
and diahorrea, or a severe respiratory
infection and flu and missed part of the
conference. 3) Holding such a big
conference in any big city creates
particular problems of transport,
accommodation, and finding suitable
venues to allow delegates to meet together

informally outside the academic
programme. At WAC-3 we were all
spread out in different hotels, guest houses
and hostels. Meals and drink prices at the
main conference venue, the Taj Palace
Hotel, were expensive even by Western
standards and most delegates headed off
to town or to their own cheaper hotels to
eat and drink in the evenings.
Consequently there were only limited
opportunities to meet delegates
informally, which was a shame. The Taj
Palace Hotel provided excellent lunches,
and I attended a cultural programme and
dinner one evening. The music and
dancing were superb, the dinner was a
bun-fight. Unfortunately I was too sick to
attend the other cultural events. 4) The
urban third-world setting provided an
interesting if often frustrating and
depressing backdrop to the conference.
For me, the utter squalor and poverty
juxtaposed with extravagant wealth, and
the complexities of Indian culture, really
put the practice of archaeology in
Australia into perspective. In comparison
to India, our problems in Australia are
minor! I'm probably not the only delegate
from a wealthy Western country who
came away from WAC-3 much more
aware of the highly privileged nature of
both my professional and private lifestyle.
Finally, Anne Clarke (now based
at the Northern Australia Research Unit in
Darwin) is the new Australian
representative on the WAC Executive
(replacing Elizabeth Williams). Robin
Torrence (Australian Museum, Sydney)
was elected as the new WAC Treasurer.
The next WAC will be in South Africa in
1998, and in 2002 WAC will be coming
here to Australia.
I have been reliably informed that WAC
itself is not in debt - only the WAC-3
Congress. The finances of individual
congresses are kept separate from the finances
of the organisation as a whole.
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Archaeology meet turns
into a fiasco
.,

By Saklqa Yusuf Khan
NEW DELHI. Deccm.bcr 10.
iven the controvenral run-up
to the World Archaeologic$
Congress (WAC), few expected ~t
to be a well+rganiscd affair. But
neither the government which
had sanctioned Rs 40 takh for it,
nor the Archaeological Survey of
India (ASI) which participated,
nor the organisers had anticipated
that the event would turn out to
be such a fiasco.
When the congress started on
December 4. noted historian Irfan
Habib was roughed up for objecting to Mr S.P. Gupta (WAC
academic committee member)
speaking out of turn. Supporters
of Mr Gupta, including Mr
Prakash Charan Prasad, drrcctor
of archaeology, Bihar, atiacked
Mr Habib.
On the same day, a circular by
WAC president Jack Golson debarring discussion on the
Ayodhya issue, further vitiated
the atmosphere. It drvided the.
delegates into two camps one
supporting a discussion on
Ayodhya and the other opposing
it
'
This, however, did not prevent
Mr Madan La1 Khurana from.
distributing a packet containing
"clinchin
archaeological
evidence o f thr: existence of a
temple below the mosque at
Ayodhya" at a dinner he hosted
for the delegates. Said a Nigerian
delegate, "On the one hand, we
are debarred from discussing the
issue and, on the other, we are
given all this propaganda material. We don't know what to
make of it"
Delegates w i n unhappy about
the ma-management of !he congress which could have been a
fruitful academic exchange. A
Polish d e l e g a t e Boazey
Stanisoamki complained that
though he had sent his paper.
several months in advance, he
received no acknowledgement
from the organisers, A Spanish
delegate added, "At such a congress when sessions are being
held simultaneously one has to be
selective about which pa r one
wishes to attend but rtqucnt.
rescheduling of papen by the organisers has been very frustrat~ n g "Delegates also complained
that papers were not presented as
per schedule and often cancelled,
rescheduled or shifted to another
venue. As a result, a number of
scholars could not prtsent their

G
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papers.

Sessions were poorly attended
and marked by absence of intellectual discussion. At -a pertitular session, a foreign scholar
was ,found presenting his paper
with slides et a1 to an audience of
four. Mr S.P. Gu ta's paper on
the m n s , dated k r Dectmber 6
was postponed till k u m b e r 10
because the slides wert not mdy.
On December 9, a s ~ W J O S on
~U~
the Indus 'valley .waJ.'cancelled
without any, explanation from I$e
organisers because, as enqurna.
later revealed, that no room was
available. On .the same day? the
afternoon sessron at the National.
Museum due to begin at 2 pm.
did not start till 3.30 because
delegatcs were stranded at the Taj
Palace hotel after lunch as no
transpon was available. .
One of the organisers, Mr
Ganesh Rao, blamed the
academic programme co-ordinator, Mr Makkhan Lal, for the
mess. ."He has no experience of
hosting an international seminar
and relies on nobody but his
computer," he said. Added
another senior functionary, Mr
D.P.Sharma: "We are inundated
with cornplaints about poor arrangements but there's little we
can do because Mr La1 has vested
all power unto himself." Mr La1
was not available for comment
.Many
-.- -. Indian delegates wen put
up .in tenW..in:tti1' PuerialTQila
comple'jr. A%iired .official.of :a
state .archaeiogy department
lamented, "There was'nobody to
receive us at the station or guide
us to the venue. The arrangements do not justify the Rs 1500
we paid as delegate fee and the Rs
.40 lakh given by the government
Even the state-level conferences
with shoe-string budgets prqvide
better facilites." Many. delegates
subsequently vacated the makeshift accommodation, preferring
to put. up with friends .and: relatives.
...-..
Others bmplained' that. comes.
of papen . pimental . we-. hot.
given to them; as is the now. Mr.
Ravindra Srivastava said, "Pan.
of my reason for paying Rs l500
was to obtain a& the papers but:
the organisers now say that there
a n no more copies available."'
However,. the same was being
sold for Rs 250 per set and there:
.were 16 such.
,

.
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Archaeologists
seek Govtview
on Ayodhya issue
NEW DELHI:

Archae-

ologists and historians bn
Sunday asked the Centre to
clarify whether issues like
demplition of Babri Masjid
at Ayodhya could be taken
up for discussion at the W&
rid Anhabological Congrtss (WAC). statting here on
Monday. This . d o n
a d iarespbnse to a n p
rred C i I c U h by 'Rof J. GoWAC presideat. on
t
k Ayodhya issue. :?hey
said such a statement.
"cfftctivcly bans a frcc'and
fair academic discusions of
issues arising from vpdalism at Ayodhya and the role
played by cutain ardracologists and historians is rcprchwiblc" Meanwhile, the
WAC meet 4 be inaug m k d on Monday by Human Resource D t v e l ~ p
meat Minisw, Mr Ajw
SinRh.

koc

News from NSW Members
Women in Archaeology Conference
During February the 3rd Australian Women in Archaeology Conference was held at Women's College,
University of Sydney. 190 women and men attended this conference. Over the three days 47 papers
were given on topics ranging across archaeological discourse, feminism and archaeological theory,
feminism in the field, engendering case studies, archaeology and the goddess, art and archaeology, and
a session on Aboriginal burials. There were 13 overseas visitors from New Zealand, UK and the
USA, four of whom were funded by various sponsors and from Conference proceeds. Of particular
interest to AACA members was Suzanne Spencer-Wood who was partially funded by the AACA Inc.
Suzanne gave six papers during her brief stay in Sydney, only one of which was at the Conference.
Following the Conference Suzanne gave various talks on consumerism, excavations she has undertaken
and an NSW AACA Occasional Meeting. One of her most fascinating talks was on the 19th-century
domestic reform movement in Boston at a Dept of Planning Seminar. The highlight of the Conference
was the dinner attended by 96 of the delegates. Anne Clarke performed wonderfully as Mistress of
Ceremonies and had us all in stitches during the trivia session on Women in Archaeology. Anne
Bickford performed some feisty country music, and a number of the English and American visitors
performed equally as well. Due to unforseen circumstances a review of this conference is not included
in this issue of the Newsletter but it will be in the next edition. The next AWinAA Conference is
being organised by Jillian Comber in Cairns, date uncertain as yet.

$1

Draft changes to CMA maps
During a recent visit to CALM maps sales I overheard a conversation discussing a new draft format
for all mapping with the Central Mapping Authority. This new type of topographic map is a scanned
photo with various land information overlaid on it. It does not include information such as portion
numbers, road reserves, and names of creeks. Only major roads are marked although all streets are
named. Almost none of the information currently contained in the legends of maps is found on this
new map. This is a draft only and responses are called for. No doubt you'll want to check this out
and send in your comments. I will bring this issue up at the next NSW SEC Committee and we will
make a response to the Land Information Centre. Or if you want further information contact the Land
Information Centre PO Box 143 Bathurst NSW 2795. (MC)

NSW NPWS
At the back of this Newsletter is some draft documents from NSW NPWS. If you wish to send your
comments of these drafts the address is Neville Burkitt, Acting Manager NPWS PO Box 1967
Hurstville NSW 2220.
Denise Donlon has been helping in the organisation of the third Women in Archaeology Conference
which was held in early February. Recently she was assisting police in the exhumation/excavation of
skeletal remains.
Helen Brayshaw has recently worked in Port Stephens area with Denis Byrne, and at Lawson. In the
weeks before Christmas she carried out a background study project at Mt Isa. Most recently she spent
a strenuous few days with Laila Haglund finding lost of sites at St Columbas in Springwood, enjoying
the company of Eugene Stockton who spent one day showing the survey team around an area he known
very well.
John Edgar is amongst many other tasks, bringing the AACAI constitution up to date, inserting
amendments passed during the last few years, so that it can be printed - and reviewed for the need for
further amendments.
Laila Haglund is still concentrating on completing analyses and reports for various Hunter Valley
projects. These have experimental components, mainly relating to taphonomy. Warkworth Mining
Limited is providing and safeguarding experimental areas and as assisted e.g by installing datum points
for control measurements. Laila has just been up in the Hunter for a few days distributing carefully

c,

labelled stone artefacts. (Neville Baker has kindly supplied two buckets of cores, flakes etc from his
knapping experiments.) The artefacts have been sorted in size categories, listed and numbered with a
diamond tipped engraving tool, as she does not know of any paint that could be trusted to stay on, rain
or shine, on the surface or below, dry or waterlogged. Can anybody suggest an easier way?!
Similar tests may be organised in other areas with different conditions; Bobbie Oakley has offered her
property as providing good contrasts.

Beth Rich is preparing to set up a different set of experiments, as noted elsewhere in this Newsletter,
in her call for volunteers

University of Sydney
Archaeology (Prehistoric & Historical)
Seminar Programme Semester 1 1995
Seminars are held on Friday afternoons during Semes??rin History Seminar Room A,
Level 8, Mungo MacCallum Building, starting at 3.00 pm. Anyone is welcome to
attend,and we also invite you to join us for a drink in the University Staff Club after
the seminar. Further enquiries: Dr Sarah Colley (Seminar Co-ordinator) on (02) 35 1
3035 or Philippa Holy (AdministrativeAssistant) on (02) 35 1 2364.
Friday 10th March. Various delegates. Ayodhp, 'Delhi Belly' and Other Travellers Tales:
Reportsfrom the New Delhi Wo"1dArchiaeologicdCongress-3.
Friday 17th *h.
Roland Fletcher (University of Sydney). Integrating Archaeology: the
Khmer Civilisationas o Case Stlrdy.
Friday 24th March. Tony Collings (CSIRO, Sydney). Broadbeach Revisited. (With
comments from Laila Haglund (Consultant, Sydney)).

D

Friday 3 1st March. Annelou van Gijn (University of Leiden). Microwear on Artefacts and
the Archaeology of Coastal Hollrmd
Friday 7th April. Judy Birmingham (University of Sydney). Contact Sites in South A1(straIia
Towmu3 Some &planatory Models.

-

Friday 28th April. Pat Phillips (University of Shefield). Aspects of Prehistoric Trade in
Europe.

Friday 5th May. Josephine McDonald (Consultanf Sydney & ANU, Canberra). Dreamtime
Superhighwq. An Analysir of Sydney Basin Rock Art and Prehistoric Informa!ion
Exchange.
Friday 12th May. Paul Rainbird (University of Sydney). Pacific IslondSocieties: a nonevolutionary approach to !he interpretationofd~@erence.
Friday 19th May. Brim Rogers (University of Wollongong). 2 7 Archaeology
~
of Salt.
Friday 26th May.
Nick Araho (University of Sydney). Tmged Maps or Waisted Obsidian?
Tessa Corkhill (Consultant,Sydney & University of Sydney). "PleasantFairy
Tales ":A Shrdy of Sydney Stone.
Friday 2nd June. Paul Tacon & Meredith Wilson (Australian Museum, Sydney). The
Semiotim of Symbolic S
&
:
Recognising Rainbow Serpents, Zkir Signs mrd
Associates in Amhem Irmd Rock Art.

Archaeology (Prehistoric and Historical)
University of Sydney
Consultants, heritageprofessionals, archaeological researchers - do
you need voluntary assistance or can you offer paid work?
Many of our students (First Years through to Postgraduares) are keen to gain more
archaeologicalpractical and work experience either voluntary or paid. Pi% students
have already workedfor many professional archaeologists in the Sydney region and
beyond. PHA is keen to encouragefurther co-operation with archaeological projects
outside the University. We are alwayspleased to display advertsfor your projects in
the Department and encourage our students to get involved.

1994 Honours Graduates 1994 Currently Seeking Work or Work
Experience

i

Michael BENNETT. 29/52 High Street, North Sydney, 2060 or 326 Macquarie Street,
Dubbo, 2830. 02 955 3187 or 068 823089. Hons Thesis Topk: The archaeological
concept of intensification and its application to hunter-gatherer and early agricultural
societies. prchaeological Exoerience: Dec. 1990 - 2 weeks excavation at Paddy 'S
Market site, Haymarket; Feb. 1992 - l weeks excavation and survey at Tambar
Springs (with Richard Wright); Oct. 1992 - 2 weeks excavation and survey (with
EDM) at Hawker, SA (with Peter White); Jun-Juli993 - 5 week excavation and
survey on Garua Island, PNG (with Robin Torrence);Aug 1993 - rock art sites survey
Hawksbury River; Aug-Nov 1993 - assisting Robin Torrence l day per week at the
Australian Museum withjindi processing fiom Garua excavation, including
preparation of carbon and shell samplesfor dating; Aug-Nov 1993 - assisting Judy
Furby l day per week at the Universiw of NSW with processing artefactsj?orn her
excavations at Cuddy Springs. Duties included the identifkattion of stone types,
I am particularly interested in the application
sorting and sieving. Resear&hfm&:
of radical economic theory to archaeology, especially those economic concepts drawn
fiom chaos and complexity theory. I would also like to investigate economic change
9
in Australia over the past 1000years, using radical economic theory. I am also
interested in the philosophy of archaeology, specifically questions about what we can
. ..
know about the past, and how we go about obtaining that knowledge. &d&&&x
work o v a e x t 6 m:
Can start 1311 1/94. Not available 23-2711 1/94 (AAA
Conference). Full-time or Part-time. &&rig: Voluntary work to gain experience and
paid employment. I am interested in working on historic and prehistoric sites. I
would be happy to do any type of archaeological work including excavating, deving,
artefact processing, identification, surveying etc.
Kylie SERETIS. 1-12/33 John Street, Waterloo, 2017. 02 319 6546. Bons Thc&s
J'ovic: The disposal and location of refuse in 19th century Sydney. -P
Archaeologlcalwerience: Excavation on historical sites e.g. Jobbins Building,
Regentville, Paramatta etc. Lab. analysis on historic sites andprehistoric sites e.g.

Regentville, Cuddy Springs. 6 months work at NSW NP WS using ERMS to digitise the
location of prehistoric sites from survey reports. Data entry and digitising for the
Murray Darling Basin project. Particular Expertise andBsearch Interest$:
Computer applications in archaeology. Spatial analysis. Aboriginal-European
Contact. Theoretical and feminist archaeology. Archaeological discourse.
Can start February 1995. Full-time or
Availability for work over the next 6 m:
Voluntary work to gain expericne and paid employment. I am
Part-time. g:Smost interested in getting involved in prehistoric or historical archaeology, in
particular Aboriginal-European contact. I am interested in working with Aboriginal
communities, museum work, excavation, post-excavation analysis. Australia and
overseas.

Murielle, SARENAS. 5, Brabyn Street, Eastwood 2 122. 02 858 4307. b s Thesis
Toaic: Feminist analysis of interpretations of female figurines fiom SE Europe
(Neolithic) in relation to domesticity. Previous Archaeological Ex~eri-:
Excavations in historic (e.g. Regentville, Jobbins Bldg, Hyde Park, Randwick
Children's Assylum) and prehistoric sites (Val Attenbrow's Port Jackson project).
Lab analysis1post-excavation analysis. Particular F
=
-.tr
erestg:
Feminist and theoretical archaeology. World archaeology. Near Easter and Asian
Archaeology. Prehistoric archaeology. Aboriginal Archaeology.
rof -A
work over the next S x months: Can start late December 1994. Full-time or part-time.
S e e m : Voluntary work to gain experience and paid employment. I am interested in
getting involved in prehistoric archaeology, world archaeology, Aboriginal-European
archaeology, excavations and post-excavation analysis, musewn work.
Michael, WESTAWAY. 8/54 Greenwich Road, Greenwich, 2065. 02 438 485 1.
s To&: Harris lines and their potential as indicators of nutritional stress in
the late Pleistocene marsupial fauna. Previous archaeological experience: 2 months
Marki Alonia, Cyprus (Dr David Frankel); l month Gerroa, S. coast (shell middens)
(Mr Wilfied Shawcross and Mr Robert Paton); 1 week Port Macquarie, Innes Ruins
(Prof: Graham Connah); 2 weeks; Canberra, excavation and survey (Mr Ian
Farrington). M c u l a r E&mtise and Research Interests: Landscape Archaeology
(Prehistoric and Historic), Industrial Archaeology, Contact Archaeology, Fauna1
Analysis (palaeopathology and taphonomy), and hunter-gatherer ecology.
. .. for work over the next: -S
Avall&&y
I can start 1st December 1994. Fulltime or part-time. Seeking: Paid employment. Consultancy or research, also Public
Archaeology. Primarily 1am interested in obtaining practical experience in as many
aspects of Australian archaeology as possible before commencing post-graduate study
in mid-1995, or more probably 1996. Australian prehistory and contact with
Aboriginal communities represent those areas I would most like to become involved
in.

For further information contact:
Sarah CoZley Tel:02 351 3035 e-mail sarah.coZley@antiquiiy.suedu.
PhiZ@paHoly Tel:02 351 2364 Far: 02 351 4889
Ilma Powell Tel:02 351 2 763
Postal Address: Archaeology (P&H), A1 4, University of Sydney, 2006.

Daruk Local Aboriginal Land Council
P.O.Box V184
51271 Beames Avenue,
Mt. Druitt Village 2770
Telephone: (02) 832 2457
Facsimile: (02) 832 2496
Ref.: . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

h4s J McDonald
President A. A.C. A.
POBox 214
Holme Building
Sydney Universit\. 2006
19th October 1994

Dear A4s A4cDonald

I write to advise you and the members of A.A.C.A. that as from November 1 1991. the
policy regarding the fee consultation with Daruk Local Aboriginal Land Council has been
determined accordingly:
$500.00 per site inspection per day;
$150.00 per written report to council;
plus Travel expenses of 50c per kilometre of travel to and from our office.
Council would be very appreciative if all payments are finalised within 14 days and are
made to the Treasurer, Daruk LALC.
.;W

other correspondence should be addressed to the Chairperson Daruk LALC.

Your. Sincere1

i?!Ekzf
Chairperson
Daruk LALC

.
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NPW NEWS
Welcome to the first issue
We are delighted to announce the publication of the first NPW NEWS. This
biannual newspaper, published in summer and winter of each year, addresses some
of the subjects of interest ro the community and our stakeholders.
We always welcome feedback from our readers and we would be pleased to receive
ideas regarding possible topics for other editions. If you have any suggestions
regarding future editions, please contact:
Anita Ray
Pu blications Officer
NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service
43 Bridge Street
Hurstville NSW 2220
Tel: (02) 585 6439.
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I Please return completed form to:
I
Anita Ray
I
I
Publications N i c e r
I
I
NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service
I
I
P.O. B o x 1967
I
I.
Hurstville NSW 2220.
I
I
I
We would like ro continue receiving the NPW N e w .
1
1
We wish ro have addirional copies of rhe NPW News. We require an additional ..... (5 or/O. I
I
or other no.) copies.
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I
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News from WA

You may also wish to advise your members that on l November 1994 the Department
of Aboriginal Sites (DAS) was separated from the WA Museum and incorporated into
the new Aboriginal Affairs Department (AAD). The former DAS staff, have been
transferred to the AAD Heritage and Culture Division which now carries out the
role and functions of the DAS relevant to the administration of the WA Aboriginal
Heritage Act 1972-80. The Departments Head Office has moved fiom 35 Havelock
Street to the First Floor of the Capita Centre (197 St Georges Terrace, PO Box 7770
Cloisters Square 6850) the new phone number is 09 235 8000, and fax 09 235 8044.

Thank you for your attention to my application, and a happy new year to you.
Yours sincerely
Steve Corsini

Stephen John Corsini BA (Hons),
5 1 Sampson Road Kalarnunda 6076
phone (09) 2934 963

News from Victoria

News from SA

Positions Vacant
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The National Parks and W i e !jeruiceis seeking a Mdnager for its Cubid Heritage
Services.Division, You witbe responsible ,for a small multi-disciplinary team
maintaining Qtq and goviding adviceon Abband hk$oric'heritagel You will
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DRAFT STAT-

OF DUTIBS

CONSULTANT ARCEULBO~IST
AOBTRALLAN

Musm

Responsible tot Business Manager, Australian Xuseum Business
Services, for
1.
Advising the Businese Xanager on mattere relating to
archaeological consultanciee, including finding new business.

2.
Aeeisting the Buelness Manager in negotiations with
clients.
3.
Drafting tendera for
Australia, particularly NSW.

archaeological

contracts

in

4.
Managing archaeologlcal consultancy projecte, including
management of budgete and eupervieion of temporary etaff and
volunteere, as required.
5.
Undertaking, in Australia and particularly in NSW,
archaeological site survey and recording, salvage excavations
and heritage studies.

6. Consulting with appropriate Aboriginal organisations and
communities regarding contract work.
7.
Writing and producing draft and final reports of
contracts, including assessment of site aignificance and
formulation of appropriate recommendations.

8. Aesi sting the Buslnese Manager in general administrative
duties, including preparation of correspondence and filing.

9. A8 consultancy work permlt8 and in conjunction with the
Bueinesr Manager, provide occaeional profeeeional projectbased support to the Head, Divirion of Anthropology.

Positions Vacant

General informetionr
The succeeeful applicant will be based in the Australian
Nuseum Bueiness eervices unit, and will be reeponsible to the
Manager of the unit for general adrelnistratlve natters. The
appointee will be professionally supervieed by the Head of the
We
Divi8ion of Anthropology, or an appropriate nominee.
expect the appointee to develop strong a relationship with the
Division. Accordingly, from time to time, as the contracting
work permits, there may be opportunities for the appointee to
be involved in projects of various kinds in the Division.
Applicants must supply copies of three recent final
consultancy
reports
(returnable to
applicant)
which
demonstrate the experience and expertise of the applicant.
Applicants should nominate up to three referees (for example,
cliente, senior colleagues for whom they have worked, or State
Authorities),
Selection criteriar
1.
lust hold at least a BA Bonours degree in Australian
archaeology/prehistory.

2.
Must have at least two (2) years' experience in
archaeological consulting in Australia, preferably with
experience in NSW, particularly in site survey and recording,
salvage excavations and heritage studies.

Must have experience in managing consultancy projects,
k u d i n g budget management, coordination of temporary
employees and/or volunteers, and preparation and production of
tendere, draft and final reports.
4.
Must have experience in consultation with Aboriginal
communitiee and osganisations, including within NSW.

5.
Hust have current driving licence; 4WD experience is
highly desirable, but a successful applicant without this
experience will be expected to undertake training.
6.
Must have commitment to and ability to implement EEO
principles.

Redefining the Norm - Gender. Ethnicity and Sexuality in Museums
ANZ Theatre. National Maritime Museum. Darling Harbour, Sydney
Friday 31 March 1995 9.00 am - 4.30 pm
Do museums truly reflect the culturally diverse communities they are intended to serve?
Are women, Aborigines, ethnic groups, lesbians and gays under-represented in exhibitions or simply not there at all? Is equal
representation possible in 'masculine' institutions such as maritime, war, science and pioneer museums? This conference will
explore the way history is told in museums and suggest an intellectual framework that can be useful for all museum and
history workers.
P

Welcome address by Joan Kerr. Visiting Professor, University of NSW College of Fine Arts.

An examination of gender, ethnicity and Australian history.
Professor Ann Curthoys
Department of History, Australian National University
Special screening of short film Rosie's Secret?with an introduction by the film's director Lisa Matthews

The successful and problematic construction of women's history within traditional 'masculine' museums.
Dr Ross Johnston
Department of History, University of Queensland
Lola Wilkins
Australian War Memorial
Kevin Sumption
National Maritime Museum

The issues of ethnic representation and the development of a gay and lesbian policy for'museums.
Viv Szekeres
Migration Museum
Robert Swieca
Powerhouse Museum

Changes in the representation of women and indigenous cultures in art and history museums.
Julie Ewington
Museum of Contemporary-Art
Aboriginal Historian
Jackie Huggins

Conference fee: $50 ($25 concessions, students, NMM members & volunteers)
Registration for conference: 8:45 am - 9:15 am Tasman Light area, National Maritime Museum
Fee includes: Entry to conference, lunch, morning, afternoon teas and post-conference drinks,
as well as the opportunity to see the new Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders Gallery
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Archaeological Consultant
g you

are working as a consultant in the Aboriginal heritage
management Jield you will have dealings with the NSW National P a r h
and Wildlife Service on a regular basis. This pamphlet provides
relevant summary information about the relationship between the
Service and consultants. It describes the necessary interaction between
the consultant and the Service, addresses what the Service requires of
archaeological work in NSW and why it makes such requirements.

The NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service oversees the location, recording and
assessment of Aboriginal sites throughout NSW. The Service facilitates the
management of Aboriginal sites in NSW through the maintenance of a site register,
library of archaeological reports and through controls on disturbance and
destruction of known sites (s.90 Consents & s.87 Permits).

.

In summary, the NPWS manages the "big picture" of Aboriginal archaeology in
NSW. The actual "on the ground" detail of individual archaeological surveys,
excavation and research is mostly conducted by qualified consultants and
researchers, though major regional studies are conducted by and on behalf of the
Service.
In any archaeological work carried out as part of a development impact assessment
there will be an information flow between the NPWS and the consultant. How does
this work? What is required? Why is it required?
The legal framework within which NPWS operates provides the context for
discussion of the Service's requirements. This pamphlet presents an outline of this
legal framework, and describes the stages where Service requirements need to be
considered within an archaeological project.
A separate pamphlet for developers, "Development Planning & Aboriginal
Heritage: NPWS information" has been prepared in conjunction with this
information.

NSW
NATIONAL
PARKS AND
WILDLIFE
SERVICE
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Legislation
National Parks & Wildlife Act 1974

Reporting Relics - the Site Register

The NSW National Parks & Wildlife Service
administers the National Parks & Wildlife Act
(1974). Section 6 of this Act describes the legal
foundation for the Service's role in the
protection of Aboriginal heritage. The relevant
sections of the Act should be read in their
entirety extracts are provided in Appendix 1.
This section briefly describes the provisions in
the Act for the protection of Aboriginal
Heritage and the Service administration of
those provisions.

Under section 91 of the Act all relics must be
reported to the Director-General within a
reasonable time. The Service requires that all
relics (including "isolated finds") located in the
course of archaeological consultancy be
reported via the standard form available free of
charge from zone teams & regional offices. For
the purpose of brevity in reporting relics under
section 91, an accumulation of relics in a
locality can be reported as a single "site". The
definition of "site" as 2 artefacts within 50
metres should be adhered to for the purposes
of reporting under section 91.

-

Relics & Aboriginal Places

Under the NP&W Act protection is afforded
against knowing destruction of or disturbance to
relics and Aboriginal Places. The definition of
a "relic" relates to material evidence of
Aboriginal occupation in NSW. The term
"site", as is commonly used in archaeological
reports, is subsumed under this term. There is
no distinction under the Act in the degree of
protection afforded to different types of relics,
or to relics of varying structural integrity. All
relics, private and real property, are afforded
the same protection. All relics are the property
of the crown except those in private collections
prior to 1967 and those which are real property
(standing trees, rockshelters,etc.).
Current
maximum penalties for damage or disturbance
to a relic or Aboriginal Place is $5,000 for an
individual, $20,000 for a corporation, andlor 6
months gaol.
For the purposes of this pamphlet reference
herein to "sites" will include "isolated finds".
"Aboriginal Places" refer to places judged by
the Minister to have special cultural
significance to Aboriginal people and
declared under section 84 of the Act. It is
important to note that natural features, or
places, of significance to Aboriginal people are
not automatically protected under the Act.
Detailed submissions must be made to the
Minister for the Environment documenting all
evidence for the high cultural significance of
the place before the Minister decides to Gazette
an Aboriginal Place.

Permits for excavation, collection or
disturbance of Relics

Archaeological collection of relics, excavation
of sites (or excavation fo; the purposes of
discovering artefacts), and rock art recording
involving contact can only be undertaken under
an urnevoked Permit, and following the terms
and conditions of that permit. Even where
relics are subject to a Consent to Destroy, a
Permit is required for any work specified in
section 86 of the Act (Appendix 1).
Permits under section 87 of the Act will only be
granted for valid scientific investigation (not,
for example, for recreation purposes).
Applications for a Permit must made on the
standard form with a $25 fee, work plan
(research design) and a statement of views on
the work from the local Aboriginal community
or Local Aboriginal Land Council. An eight
week turn around is guaranteed on submission
of all details and fee. A faxed application form .
will not be accepted.
A Permit will be granted to the person(s) doing
the work. Permits will not be made out to
companies, nor supervisors who have little
involvement in the field. Applicants must be
appropriately qualified and experienced for the
work, or be supervised in the conduct of the
work. An honours degree in archaeology or the
equivalent qualification, and appropriate
experience is required for Permit applicants.
Archaeological test excavations carried out
under a Preliminary Research Permit should not
impact in excess of 10% of the site. An
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Excavation Permit must be sought where such
investigation is to have major impact on a site.
A Permit will be issued for work in a specified
area or on specified site(s) for a fixed term and
can be revoked at any time. Conditions will be
attached requiring such actions as providing a
report within a certain timefi-ame, and can also
include the scope of work to be carried out.
Such conditions can be varied at any time.
Consent to Destroy for
Relics & Aboriginal Places

Any knowing destruction of a relic or
Aboriginal Place can only be carried out under
a valid Consent to Destroy from the DirectorGeneral. Consents will only be issued where
there is a demonstrated conflict of land-use
interest and will only be issued for relics, sites,
or over those areas, that are subject to impact,
and for a specified term.
The Service seeks to conserve sites of high
significance, and sites (and suites of sites across
the landscape) that are representative of the
broad range of material cultural evidence both
regionally and statewide . Service policy in
relation to the issue of Consents is that the
Service will be guided by the consideration of
the degree of significance of the site and shall
take into account the concerns of the local
Aboriginal community. Consent issue is not
guaranteed, even in cases where development
consent has been granted for large development
projects. Any appeal over Consent refusal, or
condition attached to a Consent, must be made
to the Minister. The Minister's decision in the
matter is fmal.
Application for Consent to Destroy must be
made on the standard form with $35 fee and
statement of views fiom the local Aboriginal
community or Local Aboriginal Land Council
.on the proposed impact. The application must
include a report on the site1 area including a
detailed assessment of significance.
The
applicant must be the landowner or
development proponent and the signatory must
be the landowner or Chief Executive Officer (or
equivalent) of the proponent company causing
the impact.
Applications should be forwarded to the
relevant Zone Team archaeologist, who will
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provide acknowledgment of receipt within two
weeks.
An eight week turn around is
guaranteed on submission of all details and fee.
A faxed application form will not be accepted.
Reports attached as supporting documentation
to a Consent application will be reviewed as to
the assessment of significance of the site and
the basis for that assessment. This is covered
further below in this pamphlet.
A Consent to Destroy, where granted, will have
conditions attached which, for most sites,
include the exclusion of coverage over
Aboriginal skeletal remains.
Where such
remains are located the Service should be
contacted immediately.
In cases where Consent might be granted over
sites of moderate to high significance, further
archaeological salvage work or monitoring of
impacts may be required. These are not
common conditions, and any recommendation
fiom a consultant for Consent to Destroy with
salvage must be fully justified in terms of the
questions to be addressed and the demonstrated
potential of the site or area to answer those
questions.
Any archaeological work
conditioned to a Consent must be carried out
under a Permit attached to the Consent.

Monitoring may be recommended if there is a
likelihood of Aboriginal skeletal remains being
present or if relics are likely to be present but
can only be located by the specified impact
occurring (eg. for very deep deposits of
artefacts).
Other Protective Measures
under the NP& W Act
An Aboriginal Area may be proclaimed by the
Governor over any unoccupied Crown land
under section 62 of the Act for the purposes of
preserving, protecting and preventing damage
to relics or Aboriginal Places therein.
Management of Aboriginal Areas becomes the
responsibility of the Director-General.

In instances where there is ambiguity of
artefactual status of an area of high significance
to the Aboriginal community immediate
protection may be afforded upon the gazettal of
an Interim Protection Order by the Minister
under Part 6A of the Act.
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A Conservation Agreement under section 69B
of the Act may be voluntarily entered into
between a landowner and the Director. Such an
agreement provides for protection measures as
are specified in the agreement within the area
subject to the agreement.
A Protected Archaeological Area under
section 65 of the Act provides for protection of,
lands on which a relic or Aboriginal Place are
situated. The Minister can only Gazette a
Protected Archaeological Area on occupied
land, and where there is voluntary agreement
from the owner and the occupier.
Environmental Planning
& Assessment Act 1979
The NP&W Act (1974) provides legal
protection for Aboriginal relicslsites in NSW
but does not include provisions requiring
developers to look for sites within their impact
area. Another Act, outside the jurisdiction of
the Service, provides this legal requirement for
developers to look for Aboriginal sites and
assess development impacts. This is the
Environmental Planning & Assessment Act
(1979) with its associated Regulation and
Schedules. The Act controls land use planning,
guides development consent, and provides for
the minimisation of impacts on environmental
values. This section describes where NPWS
has a specific cultural heritage input to the
administration of this Act.
The 1994 regulation #4 15 for the EP&A Act
specifically refer to archaeological and
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anthropological values in the schedule of
matters to be addressed in Environmental
Impact Statements (s.82.2.f).
Although there are increasingly limited
instances where the Service is a Concurrence
Authority under Part IV of the EP&A Act, the
Service frequently plays a role in highlighting
environmental concerns, including Aboriginal
cultural heritage matters, to a proponent and the
development Consent Authority (usually Local
Government).
In practise, archaeological work carried out for
Environmental Impact Assessment (EM) is
commonly referred to the Service for review,
and the Consent Authority takes into account
Service concerns. In general, under both Parts
IV and V of the EP&A Act, the authority which
determines (or rejects) an EIS takes NPWS
concerns into account and may limit or
condition consent or refuse it if NPWS
identifies serious impediments to development.
Consultants should be aware that the Service
frequently has an input into the EIA "scoping"
process well before a Permit or Consent
application arrives in the mail. There should
not be an assumption that the Service should
"go with the flow" in granting Consents in areas
where
development
is
planned.
Recommendations concerning management of
sites should not reflect this assumption, but
should reflect the principles of conservation,
and sustainable development as described in the
1994
regulations
[Schedule
2.81.

Impact Assessment Work
Reports providing input to an Environmental
Impact Statement should keep in mind the
overall objectives of Impact Assessment. This

*en from Ihe
draft
On
summarises the process of doing an
The
Environmental Impact Assessment.
following
section
on
Archaeological
Assessments makes more detailed comments on
what the archaeological contribution should
involve. The most important principle to keep

in mind is that conclusions in EIA can only be
made on existing knowledge, not on potential.

is appropriate where a real
A monitoring
benefit to understanding the impact andlor the
resource can be gained (eg. where the surface
exposure is very limited but the archaeological
sensitivity is not known to be high).
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Defrne Objectives
Background Preparation (literature review,
site inspection, discussions with proponent,
etc.)
Identify Main Impacts (short1 long term,
positive1 negative)
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4. Predict effects of impacts (acceptable
limits) and proposals to mitigate impacts.

5. Make recommendations (go ahead, stop or
modify project)

6 . Monitor and Audit (mitigate impacts during
& after construction)

Archaeological Assessments
This section covers the general scope of
archaeological work to be done for the purposes
of providing an assessment of significance for a
site and providing recommendations for a site's
management. Service policy requires any
Consent to Destroy application to be preceded
by an assessment of site significance.
The Service endeavours to have independent
input to the EIA process as early as possible to
facilitate protection of Aboriginal sites in the
development planning stage. It follows that the
Service prefers cultural heritage EIA be
conducted prior to development and not through
salvage after consent.
The significance should be assessed as fully as
possible at the initial "survey" stage to facilitate
early flagging of any sites worthy of protection.
Surface survey and recording alone may not
provide the level of detail needed for full
assessment. Such early assessment work may
need to include sub surface testing.

Significance

assemblages should be identified. The extent
and variation in this should be determined.
Similarly for midden sites a methodology for
determining extent and character of the site,
comparing economic remains, should be
adopted. A knowledge of the local and regional
resource is needed for the purposes of
comparison. The Service has initiated regional
studies to provide a basis for such comparison.
The first of these regional studies examines the
Upper Hunter Valley and is being completed by
Dr Dan Witter.

Work Plan
Careful planning for all aspects of work can be
facilitated in a work plan. A work plan
incorporates a research design, defined as a
framework for inquiry which explicitly states
where and how the investigation of the
site(s)/area will make a timely contribution to
understanding site characteristics, regional
prehistory and human behaviour in the past.
A work plan should include,:

Scientific (archaeological) significance is a
relative concept whereby a site is compared
against the existing resource in order to
determine representativeness or rarity, or
compared against the existing range of research
questions to determine exactly how a site may
make an important contribution to prehistory.
Other aspects of significance, such as
Aboriginal, historical, public, aesthetic, are also
considered in the overall assessment

D

Objectives

o

Description of the area

o

Fieldwork Methodology

Of key importance in assessing relative
significance is the identification of the elements
of comparison. For open stone artefact sites, a
methodology
for
comparing
artefact

0

Analysis Methodology

o
Research framework (what is currently
known and what is currently being explored
about the areat sites1 site class)
o
Consultative procedure with the local
Aboriginal community1LALC

Framework
for
significance
assessment (be explicit about significance

0

,
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criteria - there may be consideirable variation
between practitioners)
A work plan will aid in identifying the scope of
work, timeframe and will assist in budgeting.
The Service will review the work plan
submitted with the Permit application to assess
it against Service guidelines, any Service aims
and objectives for the particular project, and to
see if the timefiarne is realistic for the scope of
work proposed. The Service will discuss the
workplan with the consultant directly if there
are any concerns with the workplan.
Subsurface Investigation

In archaeological survey for Aboriginal sites
the scope of work needed for full assessment
needs to be identified early. In most cases low
density open artefact scatters are merely eroded
windows into the larger resource still buried
within the soil. It is this larger resource that
needs to be assessed rather than the eroded
portion.
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In archaeological assessment work, surface
survey should be considered a reconnaissance
stage only. Full assessment of sites requires a
definition of their extent and character
including
the
unexposed
resource.
Reconnaissance surface survey is needed to
determine those areas needing careful
archaeological investigation for the purposes of
assessment.
A most efficient manner of conducting survey
is to have a Preliminary Research Permit in
hand to allow test excavation where needed.
Sampling

In order to provide a sound basis for
comparison of site characteristics, a
probabilistic sampling strategy needs to be
adopted across an area. Such an approach
allows statistical evaluation of the degree of
representativeness of a sample by the
calculation of confidence limits.
Careful
consideration must be given to whether pit size
is appropriate to the types of conclusions being
sought.

Aboriginal Consultation
Service policy makes provision for the
consideration of Aboriginal concerns in site
management. This does not mean that the
Service abdicates its role as statutory authority
responsible for decisions, but does mean that
reasonable or justifiable expectations of the
Aboriginal community should, where possible,
be met. Concerns of the local community will
be addressed, not of individuals nor Aboriginal
organisations that demonstrably do not
represent the local community views.
A consultant or development proponent should
initiate consultation and provide development
details as relevant to assessing impacts on
Aboriginal sites. It is preferable for the local
Aboriginal community or Local Aboriginal
Land Council (LALC) to independently report
on community views concerning impacts on
sites or archaeological work. It may not
necessarily be appropriate for the consultant to

act as the interpreter or reporter of Aboriginal
views except where an independent report is not
forthcoming from the community or LALC.
Any Permit or Consent application must be
accompanied by a statement of views on the .
proposed work (for a Permit) or development
impact (for a Consent) from the relevant local
Aboriginal community or LALC. It is the
consultant's or development proponent's
responsibility to conduct consultation with
community representatives, including elders
who have knowledge or right to speak for an
area, and obtain a statement of views (letter or
report). Should a statement not be forthcoming
within a reasonable time the consultant or
proponent should document the efforts to
ensure that that the community/LALC is in an
informed position to comment or seek
clarification on the proposed work andor
impacts.
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Archaeological Impact Assessment Reports
This section will outline the essential elements
of an archaeological report required by NPWS,
whether for clearance by a consent authority or
for an EIS.
A report must effectively communicate all
aspects of the project in a manner that will
allow readers to understand it and
independently validate its logic. This pamphlet
is not intended as a manual on how to write a
report, nor are the headings here meant to be
prescriptive report chapter headings.
Description of the development, clarification
of the study area and consultancy brief
The report will need to be specific about the
impact type, extent and timing (including all
ancillary works). At the outset of a consultancy
the client should be advised as to the adequacy
of the proposed work brief with regard to
satisfying Service requirements (ie. are all
impacts to be assessed?). Developers may be
referred to the Service for clarification of
Service requirements and advice on the brief if
desired.
Description of the process of
Aboriginal Consultation undertaken
If the process of Aboriginal community
consultation is undertaken by the consultant a
report should include an account of which
LALC or local community was contacted, how
they participated in the project and the
Aboriginal community views. An independent
statement of views from the LALC or
community should be included as an appendix,
or documentation of all efforts to obtain this.
As well as views on impacts on archaeological
sites, the consultant must ensure that the
possibility of sites or places of cultural
(anthropological or historical) significance
being impacted is explored. On occasion,
fbrther work by a person with anthropological
or historical skills may be required.
Background research
A background section should give a summary
of the regional archaeology and prehistory
relevant to the study area. It should include an
outline of any archaeological implications and
expectations in terms of common and rare types
of evidence, distributional patterns across the
landscape, and interpretive models about the
significance of evidence.

Sources for this section should include the
results of a site listing for the surrounding area,
a review of consulting reports held at the
Hurstville Head Ofice (contact the Aboriginal
Sites Registrar, Technical Services Division for
an appointment) and a consideration of the
relevant academic literature. The specific
relevance of the background research to the
project at hand should conclude the section by
identifying the "boundaries" of current
knowledge and questions arising relevant to the
area or situation at hand. It should identify
areastsites of comparison and the protection
status of such areaslsites.
Environmental context
Information relevant to the cultural resource
should be included, from sources such as soil
landscape survey with map sheets, geological
survey with mapsheets and basic topographic
features including the relationship to water
sources, etc. Endless detail about every species
of tree is not required, rather relevant
information is sought, which should be related
to expectations about land form or land unit
correlations, site integrity and chronology.
Specific information about site formation
processes needs to be provided, where possible
with expert advice (eg. geomorphological)
quoted or provided separately for large projects.
Standard terms of reference for land survey
should be used (McDonald et.al. 1984
Australian Soil & Land Suntey: Field
Handbook lnkata Press: Melbourne)
Description of fieldwork
The design of the fieldwork needs to be fully
described. The rationale for the methods and
relevance to the area andlor question being
investigated need to be discussed and their
implementation on the ground described (eg the
route walked, numbers of transects, distance
apart, number of pits dug, time spent in the
field, number of people, etc.).
Where
appropriate the methods chosen should be
evaluated, recognising that there are no single
correct method. It is important to recognise
that poorly devised strategies, as opposed to
selection from competing options, are likely to
attract Service criticism.
Details of fieldwork location, landscape
correlations and sites or fmd spots need be
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included in clear, decipherable maps. All
locations referred to in the text of the report
need to be included; all routes of survey and
locations of excavations need to be included.
For the purposes of clarity, extra work in map
preparation
may
be
needed
beyond
photocopying and labelling a portion of
1:25,000 topographic sheet.
Results of fieldwork
A section describing the results of
archaeological work should be extensively
illustrated with accompanying site plans,
section drawings and photographs where
relevant. The description of fieldwork results
will provide a reference for following sections
on analyses, interpretation and assessment.
Discussion of excavation results should
demonstrate an understanding of the relevant
geomorphic processes and features present,
including adequate representation of local
topographic variation on site plans. Basic
topographic survey (ie. taking spot elevations
with dumpy level and staff in order to produce a
topographic map) is a simple procedure and
ought to be undertaken where local relief is
important in understanding the context of a site
or feature.
Effective coverage should be calculated to
demonstrate the scope of work reported. This
should take the form of a calculation of study
area multiplied by % visibility, exposure,
observed. The equation may be varied to take
in disturbance factors or be specified for
landform elements or landform patterns. The
result may be expressed in terms of the area or
the volume effectively covered by the survey.
Analysis of Evidence
It is not generally sufficient to merely describe
the archaeological evidence. There must also
be a reasonable attempt at interpreting the
evidence in the context of the known local and
regional cultural resource as identified in the
section on background research. Description of
artefacts or tables of data do not speak for
themselves and should be interpreted in the text.
Analyses should provide results that address the
research design and provide a usefbl
contribution to regional understanding.
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k
are inappropriate to the type
and size of sample retrieved from the site
should not be attempted. If artefacts are being
analysed from a series of pits dug only to
determine presence of cultural material, results
may not be suitable for discussing the
characteristics of the site as a whole, and thus to
assessing the significance of the site as a whole.
Such analyses require a representative sample
with a defined area being the "population"
which is being sampled (at least initially).
Both the results of fieldwork and analysis of
evidence must be framed in such a manner that
they are suitable for integration into a broader
regional study so that results are useful for
archaeologists in future studies and so that
piece meal work can eventually be synthesised.
This might be achieved in the results sections of
major multi-site reports by comparing and
discussing the results of the archaeological
work in terms of previous studies, progressively
building a prehistory of the region or local area
with each successive report.
Assessment of Significance
Assessments should be based on archaeological
work which includes full description of work
done, and analysis supporting the assessment.
"Professional opinion" alone is not considered
adequate. For example if an assessment of high
significance for a site is based on the status of
the site as a rare example of a large, intact,
stratified midden, then the report should include
adequate evidence of the site's large size
compared with data from other middens in the
region. There should also be a description of .
the excavation demonstrating stratigraphy with
section drawings and photographs. There
should be adequate demonstration that the site
is, in fact, a midden and not an accumulation of
naturally deposited shell or dredged shell.
If a site's high significance stems from its
ability to answer research questions then those
research questions need to be clearly stated and
the nature of evidence available at the site to
answer those questions described.
The degree of significance must be stated along
with the justification for that assessment. An
assessment which states that a site is "of
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significance" is not adequate. All sites are of
significance, in
one sense, in that they are all protected by the
NP&W Act.
The purpose of the significance assessment is to
provide
a
basis
for
management
recommendations and to guide Service
determination of Consent to Destroy
applications and future management decisions.
Recommendations
The client is paying the consultant to assess
potential development impacts and provide
management advice with reference to the
EP&A
Act
and
the NP&W
Act.
Recommendations to a client regarding site
management and impact mitigation should be
specific and include reference to the
requirements of the Service in respect of the
appropriateness of site conservation versus site
destruction and the requirement for salvage.
If a site is worthy of conservation then clearly
state so and give reasons. Any additional
proviso stating "if the development must go
ahead then apply for Consent to Destroy" will
always be understood by a developer to mean
that there is no real obstacle to development,
and weakens chance of a conservation outcome.
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If recommendations hclude a caution to the
developer to watch out for stone artefacts or sell
or bone during bulldozing then the report
should include instruction on what these site
indicators actually look like. This form of
recommendation should never be a replacement
for appropriate prior subsurface testing in
archaeologically sensitive areas. Nor should
there be a confusion between advising a client
of their legal obligation to seek the DirectorGeneral's Consent if site disturbance or
destruction is planned, and recommending
appropriate action taking into account the
significance of the site.
The consultant needs to be fully informed about
the nature of the development and the potential
impact on identified sites. Recommendations
for the management of specific sites need to
refer to the specific impacts that are proposed.
If an application for Consent to Destroy is
required then the client needs to be advised as
to the requirements of the Service in filling out
the application form fully, including the
application fee, a letter or report stating the
views of the local Aboriginal community,
whether salvage might be a condition of
consent and what research design would be
appropriate for salvage work.
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Service Review of Archaeological Reports carried
out under EP&A Act & NP&W Act
Archaeological consulting reports are normally
referred to the Service for review, even if they
are not carried out under a Service permit or
consent. Reports are reviewed for a number of
purposes:
to see if the report meets the normally
accepted standards for scientific reports,
particularly those aspects of archaeological
assessments mentioned in this pamphlet
o to see if work has been conducted according
to Service requirements for Aboriginal
consultation
o to

see if the recommendations are
appropriate to the provisions of the
legislation, particularly the NP&W Act
1974

o if the work has been carried out under a

permit or consent, demonstration that
conditions attached to permit or consent
have been met

If, in the ptocess of review, there are matters to
do with the archaeoIogical work that need to be
clarified or extra information required, the
Service will approach the consultant directly
without advising the proponent. If there are any
difficulties in achieving a satisfactory outcome
the proponent will be advised of Service
concerns regarding the archaeological
W orWreport.
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Appendix 1

NP&W Act 1974

-

Extracts

"Offences relating to relics
86. A person, other than the Director or a person authorised
by him in that behalf, who:

disturbs or excavates any land, or causes any
(a)
land to be disturbed or excavated, for the purpose of
discovering a relic;
disturbs or moves on any land a relic that is the
(b)
property of the crown, other than a relic that is in the
custody or under the control of the Australian Museum
Trust;
...[see Act for (c), (d) & (e)]...

except in accordance with the terms and conditions of an
unrevoked permit issued to him under section 87, being
terms and conditions having force and effect at the time the
act or thing to which the permit relates is done, is guilty of
an offence against this Act. [ n i s also applies to relics
which are the subject of a consent to destroy.]
Permits relating to relics
87. (1) Subject to section 88, the Director may, upon such
terms and conditions as he thinks fit, issue a permit to do
any act or thing referred to in section 86 (a), (b), (c), (d) or
(e).
(2) Terms and conditions imposed by the Director under
subsection (1) may include terms and conditions relating to
the proper restoration of land disturbed or excavated.

(3) A failure to comply with a term or condition authorised
by subsection (2) shall be deemed to be a contravention of
section 86.
(4) The Director may, at any time:

(a) revoke a permit issued under this section; or
permit."

(b) vary the terms and conditions of such a

"Destruction of relics or Aboriginal places
90. (1) A person who, without first obtaining the consent of
the Director, knowingly destroys, defaces or damages, or
knowingly causes or permits the destruction or defacement
of or damage to, a relic or Aboriginal place is guilty of an
offence under this Act.

Maximum penalty: 50 penalty units or imprisonment for 6
months, or both (or 200 penalty units in the case of a
corporation).

(2) The Director may give his consent for the purposes of
subsection (1) subject to such conditions or restrictions as
are specified therein.

(3) A person whose application for consent is refused, or
who is dissatisfied with any condition or restriction subject
to which the consent is given, may appeal to the Minister.
(4) The Minister:

(a)

may refuse to grant the appeal; or

may grant the appeal wholly or in
(b)
part, and may give such directions in the matter as seem
proper.
(5) The decision of the Minister on the appeal is final and is
binding on the Director and the appellant, and shall be
carried into effect accordingly.

[This applies to relics which are private or real proper&,
though all relics except those in private collections prior to
1967 and those which are real property - standing trees,
rockshelters, etc. - are the properly of the Crown]

Notification of sites of relics
91. A person who is aware of the location of a relic that is
the property of the Crown or, not being the property of the
Crown, is real property, and does not, in the prescribed
manner, notify the Director thereof within a reasonable time
after he first becomes aware of that location is guilty of an
offence against this Act unless he believes on reasonable
grounds that the Director is aware of the location of that
relic."

Important Definitions:
'Aboriginal place' means any place judged by the Minister
to be of special cultural significance and declared to be an
Aboriginal place under section 84. It is not a term for "site"
as commonly employed in archaeological reports. It allows
for legal recognition and protection of places of spiritual or
anthropological significance regardless of whether relics are
present.
'relic' means any deposit, object or material evidence (not
being a handicraft made for sale) relating to indigenous and
non-European habitation of the area that comprises New
South Wales, being habitation both prior to and concurrent
with the occupation of that area by persons of European
extraction, and includes Aboriginal remains. It is important
to note that the NPW Act protects "relics". Archaeological
"sites" as are commonly referred to in archaeological reports
are subsumed within this definition
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Appendix 2

...

NPWS Contacts

NPWS is moving to a new structure whereby all EIA work not on service estate will be managed by
"Zone Teams". Zone Team archaeologists will replace Service archaeologists previously based at
Regional Offices. Cultural Heritage staff at Head Office will be eventually be located within several
areas: Central Region Zone Team, Technical Services Division and Conservation & Planning
Division. Until the restructure is fmalised the following contact numbers still apply

Head Office
43 Bridge St Hurstville NSW
PO Box 1967 Hurstville 2220
Switch:
(02) 585 6555
Cultural Heritage Conservation Division

Floor 3,43 Bridge St Hurstville
Fax:

(02) 585 6460

Executive Officer:
(02) 585 6545
Sites Registrar:
(02) 585 6471
Regional Archaeologist,
Hunter Valley (Zone Team):
(02) 585 646 1
Head, Aboriginal Heritage Branch:
(02) 585 6466
Central Region Office
l st Floor, 10 Valentine Ave Parramatta
PO Box 95 Parramatta 2 150
Fax:

(02) 895 74 14

Cultural Resources Co-ordinator:
(02) 895 7440
Senior Aboriginal Sites Officer:
(02) 895 7727
Northern Region Office
49 Victoria St Grafion
PO Box 97 Grafion 2460
Fax:

(066) 42 06 19

Regional Archaeologist: (066) 42 0593

Snowy Mountains Region
contact Southern Region Office
Southern Region Office
6 Rutledge St Queanbeyan
PO Box 733 Queanbeyan 2620
Fax:

(06) 297 485 1

Regional Archaeologist: (06) 299 562 1
Western Region Office
183 Argent St Broken Hill
PO Box 459 Broken Hill 2880
Fax:

(080) 88 3034

Regional Archaeologist:
(based at Broken Hill Region)
(080) 87 1466
Regional Archaeologist
(based at Lower Darling District)
050) 23 1278
Fax:
(050) 23 0447
Regional Archaeologist
(based at Coonabarabran District)
(068)25 1311
(068) 42 2124
Fax:
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Aboriginal Heritage &
Development Planning
Concern for places which are part of Australia's natural and cultural heritage
has grown in recent decades. Aboriginal sites in NSW are part of that
heritage and represent a valuable cultural resource. In NSW they are
protected under the National Parks & Wildlife Act 1974.
The National Parks and Wildlife Service is the statutory authority for the
protection of Aboriginal sites. The Consent of the Director-General of NPWS
is required for any disturbance or destruction of sites.
This brochure is designed to help developers understand the process of
planning for Aboriginal heritage. It briefly describes how to go about liaising
with the Service and what information the Service would require of
developers and their archaeological consultant in relation to environmental
impact assessment Aboriginal site survey and applications for "Consent to
Destroy" for any site. This is to ensure that potential damage to Aboriginal
heritage can be investigated, assessed and mitigated as part of the
development planning and control process.

Aboriginal Sites
Aboriginal sites are
important for several
reasons:

*

Aboriginal sites are important to Aboriginal people.
Aboriginal people today retain links to the land through their
culture. Many sites embody these links.

Aboriginal sites are part of tlt e cultural & historic heritage of NS W
Aboriginal sites form part of the heritage estate for all inhabitatnts
of NSW

Aboriginal sites are important for understanding the past.
Aboriginal sites provide the evidence for research into Australia's
prehistory and document the past of Aboriginal people in
Australia spanning over 50,000 years.

NSW
NATIONAL
PARKS AND
WILDLIFE
SERVICE
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The Legal Protection of Aboriginal Sites ("relics")
Section 6

of

The NP& W Act provides for the legalprotection of "relics".

the

describes the legal
for the
Service's role in the
~rotection
of
Aboriginal heritage.

4

4

4

artefacts,
archaeological deposit in which artefacts occur,
skeletal remains

stone artefact sites
rockart
4
carved and scarred trees
4
stone arrangements
+ burials
4
ceremonial sites
If a site is affected by a planned development, an application for "Consent
to Destroy" must be made to the Director General. This process is
described further below in this pamphlet
4

4

.m

The NP& W Act provides for the legal protection of "Aboriginal
Placesff.

"Aboriginal Places" refers only to areas specially declared by the Minister.
They are places of special significance to Aboriginal people and which
have special protection under the Act. The may or may not contain
"relics".

Other legi3lativeprotection measures m k t for Aboriginal sites.
Under the federal Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander Heritage
Protection Act (1984) provisions exist for the Federal Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs or his authorised officers to protect a site of claimed
significance either temporarily or permanently in response to approaches
by concerned Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander people. The Federal
Minister generally acts where state agencies do not adequately protect a
significant site.
The NSW Heritage Act (1977) also contains stop work and emergency,
temporary and permanent conservation provisions, intended to protect
sites or places of cultural significance.

Section 90 (1)of the Act states:
"a person who, without first obtaining the consent of the Director, knowingly destroys, defaces or damages, or knowingly
causes or permits the destruction or defacement of or damage to, a relic or Aboriginal place is guilty of an offence against
this Act."
In summary, if a development is going to damage or destroy any Aboriginal site, consent must be sought from the DirectorGeneral of the National Parks & Wildlife Service. No relics can be collected or removed, even temporarily, without a
permit from the Director-General.
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The role of Developers and Planners in Site Protection
For the purposes of this discussion, a developer
may be a private developer, or state or local
government agency who are planning any form
of works which will have damaging or
destructive effect on the landscape and
potentially on Aboriginal sites.
The Environmental Planning & Assessment Act
1979 includes provisions that require Aboriginal
sites to be considered as part of the process of
seeking development approval.
As
determining authorities for
most
development in NSW, many local councils build
into their development approval process
requirements for Aboriginal site survey.. A
developer needs to determine whether there if
there are Aboriginal sites occurring, or even if
there is a likelihood or sites occurring, and being
damaged within an area to be impacted y a
development. If sites are likely to be impacted,
appropriate management options need to be
formulated and considered for those sites.
A developer will probably require the services
of an archaeological consultant for Aboriginal
site impact assessment. Consultation with the
local Aboriginal community or Local Aboriginal
Land Council is also necessary.
Finding out if your Development affects
Aboriginal Sites
Locating Previously Recorded Sites - NP WS
Site Register

A developer may initially be advised by a local
council or a NPWS District Office that a search
of the Aboriginal Sites Register is required for a
development area.
The NPWS maintains an Aboriginal Sites
Register of all recorded Aboriginal sites in
NSW. Access to the Register can be made via a
Regional office or through Head Office directly
(see contact numbers at the end of this
pamphlet). There are many as-yet-unrecorded
sites in many areas of the state. A search of the
register which fails to indicate the presence of

sites in a development area does not negate the
need for survey for unrecorded sites. There may
also be some inaccuracies in sites record details
such as location or description of content. In
itself the Sites Register is an extremely
inaccurate means of determining site location,
and all records should be verified in the field.
Locating Previously UnrecordedSites Aboriginal Site Suntey & Assessment

There may, however, be firther advice from a
Service archaeologist to conduct field survey for
sites in order to meet Service requirements.
Whilst advice can at first be sought directly
from the Service, a developer will probably
require professional assistance from a consultant
archaeologist in conducting Aboriginal site
survey and assessment over a development area
to the Service's requirements. It is Service
policy that the local Aboriginal community,
usually the Local Aboriginal Land Council, be
involved in such work and will be consulted
about site management issues.
Assessing all Located Sites

There needs to be sufficient lead time to allow
fill assessment of site significance and
management requirements in respect of
development impacts on sites to be complete. A
period of several months may be required.
Surface survey for site discovery is rarely
adequate for this task. Sub surface testing may
be required. This work requires a NPWS
Permit. The Service needs up to eight weeks
processing time for Permit applications.
Where the developer will only be responsible
for one stage of a bigger development,
clarification should be sought from the Service
about the extent of work required for that stage.
Where the developer needs to undertake an
assessment of potential Aboriginal and heritage
constraints for a proposed change in zoning, it is
necessary to evaluate the likely impacts that will
be permitted under a new zoning.
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Aboriginal Consultation
Service policy makes provision for the
consideration of Aboriginal concerns in site
management. This does not mean that the
Service abdicates its role as statutory authority
responsible for decisions, but does mean that
reasonable or justifiable expectations of the
Aboriginal community should, where possible,
be met. Concerns of the local community will
be addressed, not of individuals nor Aboriginal
organisations that demonstrably do not
represent the local community views.
A consultant or development proponent should
initiate consultation and provide development
details as relevant to assessing impacts on
Aboriginal sites. It is preferable for the local
Aboriginal community or Local Aboriginal
Land Council (LALC) to independently report
on community views concerning impacts on
sites or archaeological work. It may not
necessarily be appropriate for the consultant to
act as the interpreter or reporter of Aboriginal

views except where an independent report is not
forthcoming from the community or LALC.
Any Permit or Consent application must be
accompanied by a statement of views on the
proposed work (for a Permit) or development
impact (for a Consent) from the relevant local
Aboriginal community or LALC. It is the
consultant's or development proponent's
responsibility to conduct consultation with
community representatives, including elders
who have knowledge or right to speak for an
area, and obtain a statement of views (letter or
report). Should a statement not be forthcoming
within a reasonable time the consultant or
proponent should document the efforts to
ensure that that the communitynALC is in an
informed position to comment or seek
clarification on the proposed work andlor
impacts.

Field Survey & Assessment of Site Significance
Field Survey and assessment of areas are
required in order to determine whether
Aboriginal sites are present, whether the
development will impact on them, and to
determine what course of action to take as a
consequence of assessment of impacts and
assessment of signijicance.
Significance is commonly considered by
reference to a range of values - Aboriginal,
scientific, historical, social, aesthetic. It takes
into account the rarity andlor representativeness
of the site according to such values. Expertise
to conduct such assessment will commonly
involve archaeological skills for most sites, but
may require anthropological or historical skills
for places of Aboriginal significance without
"relics" present.
If sites are found to be threatened by the
proposed development, the Service needs to
retrieve sufficient reliable data and analysis to
provide a well argued assessment of
significance and appropriate recommendations
in order to determine whether any application
for "Consent to Destroy" or damage any of the

sites should be supported. Any report must
meet the commonly accepted scientific
standards.
The role of Aboriginal Heritage Consultants
The Service is the consent authority in relation
to Aboriginal sites in EIA contexts. It does not
have the resources nor responsibility to field
survey and assess each development area that
comes to its attention. In the majority of cases .
Aboriginal sites consist of material remains
(termed "relics" under the NP&W Act) which
are best assessed by archaeologists. It is
recommended that developers seek out an
appropriately
qualified
archaeological
consultant for assessments. Assessments are
required to satisfaction of planning legislation
where applicable and to enable the Service to
determine any application for Consent to
Destroy.
Should Aboriginal cultural values be identified
requiring anthropological assessment, an
appropriately qualified consultant should be
engaged for this task.
Consultant
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archaeologists rarely have sufficient skills and
experience to assess anthropological values.
The Service does not normally recommend any
particular consultant except in rare cases where
there is demonstrated need for uncommon skills
or experience. The Service can provide a list of
archaeological consultants presently practising
in NSW, which should be read in conjunction
with the disclaimer attached to that list (the
disclaimer states that an entry on the list does
not constitute endorsement of that consultant).
The Service requires that the consultant is
suitably qualified and acceptable to the Service
to perform the work undertaken. Appropriate
qualification for a consultant archaeologist is at
least an honours degree in archaeology or the
equivalent. A curriculum vitae should be
requested from a consultant by the developer to
verify their qualifications and experience.
The Service can not advise on the fee scales of
consultants,
other than
indicate that
archaeological consulting is a competitive field
and lower rates do not necessarily indicate a
lower standard of work, although it is equally
important to recognise that the cheapest quote
may not produce the best or even an adequate
standard of work. Any comments on the costs
of consultants should be directed to the
Australian Archaeological Association or the
Australian
Association
of
Consulting
Archaeologists.
In preparing a brief for a consultant, the
developer has a responsibility to provide clear
and timely information about the development
including all ancillary developments (roads,
services, etc.) and the development timetable to
both any consultant engaged and the Aboriginal
community. The Service can advise on the
preparation of a brief. The main points for
consideration in preparing a brief are discussed
in this pamphlet.
Archaeological Assessments

Archaeological
assessment
requires
a
knowledge of where sites are located, their
extent and character. Data should be collected
in the field that will enable sites to be compared
with one another and with other site records.
Analysis of data collected in the field should
result in a significance assessment guiding
management recommendations for the sites.
Developers should be aware of the potential
need for further archaeological work beyond an
initial surface survey. If the assessment is

based on surface survey only, there is a
possibility that sub surface testing will be
required to better define the extent and
characteristics of a site (if it is an open site).
Sub surface testing requires a Permit from the
Service. The consultant needs to personally
make written application for this Permit from
the Director-General.
Sub Surface Testing

Most sites found in archaeological surveys
consist of stone artefact sites located on
exposed areas of open ground, termed "open
sites". In the eastern part of NSW these are
commonly found where erosion has uncovered
otherwise buried artefacts.
Sub surface testing involves excavation of a
controlled sample across an area. This may
involve digging a pattern of test pits, or could
even include mechanical excavation by grader,
backhoe or "bobcat".
The aim of this
procedure, ideally, is to define the extent and
characteristics of the sub surface archaeological
evidence otherwise undetectable by surface
survey.
Surface Suwey with Excavation Permit

In many instances archaeological survey based
on surface inspection will only give an
superficial indication as to the extent of a site.
A great deal of archaeological evidence is
buried beneath the soil in areas beyond any
surface exposure. Rather than completing a
surface survey and advising the client via report
that further sub surface testing is required, a
suitable
procedure
for
archaeological
assessments is that the consultant should have a
Service Permit for sub surface testing covering
the entire study area prior to survey.

If the consultant conducts a survey with Permit
an allowance must be made for Permit
processing time prior to commencement of
work. Early commissioning of the survey by
the developer in the early stages of
development planning will ensure that there is
little inconvenience.
Surface survey can be completed and verbal or
brief written advice given to the developer by
the consultant as to the further work required to
adequately define site extent and indicate site
assemblage content for the purposes of
significance assessment and site management
planning. Further testing work, if required, can
then commence immediately.

'
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Reports

Developers need to be aware that the Service is
likely to reject or require revision of reports that
do not meet its requirements and that this can
result in delays and additional expense for the
developer in gaining further professional
advice.
A consultant's report should provide specific
recommendations relevant both to the
appropriate
management
of
identified
Aboriginal sites and to the specific actions that
the
developer
should
take.
The
recommendations should be based on a
thorough understanding of the legislation, of the
archaeological background context to the area,
and to the specific evidence within the site.
Each of these factors should be clearly
explained in the report to the developer.
Conditions appropriate to any Consent such as
further signage or other interpretative or
commemorative works, or a requirement to
protect sites in some way may be applied by the
Service.

Where a consultant has identified that sites or
places or significance are threatened by a
proposed development and has recommended
that an application for Consent to Destroy be
made, the developer should recognise that
Consent to Destroy such sites may not be
granted. The Service may have a different
perspective fiom the consultant and make
determinations which differ fiom a consultants
recommendations in relation to affected sites.
The Service maintains a library of all
archaeological reports carried out under a
NPWS Permit or associated with a Consent to
Destroy, or referred to the Service for review
under environmental planning legislation or
Local Council policy. In order to facilitate the
review process, the Service requires three
copies of an archaeological report to be
submitted to the relevant regional NPWS office
[CHECK]. All raw data must be appended to
the report in a form allowing future use andtor
verification of archaeological conclusions.

Applying for Consent to Destroy for Sites ("relics")
If a planned development is likely to damge or
destroy an Aboriginal site the written Consent
of the Director-General, NPWS, must be sought
by application. In order for NPWS to make a
determination on an application an assessment
of significance must be provided as part of the
application, as well as a statement of views on
the proposed impact by the local Aboriginal
community or Local Aboriginal Land Council.
A processing fee of $35 is also required.
Different types of applications can be made
using a standard NPWS application form (with
accompanying fee):
Consent to Destroy $35
Consent to Destroy and Permit to
Salvage $35
Preliminary Research Permit $25
Excavation Permit $25
Rock Art Recording Permit $25
Collection Permit $25
Applications for Consent to Destroy must be
made by the proponent, with the C.E.O. or

similar executive as the signatory. Applications
for Consent to Destroy with Salvage must be
made by the proponent, with the archaeologist
conducting the work named in the application
(the archaeologist must supply the relevant
information such as research design).
Applications for Permits must be made by the
person doing the work (the consultant).
These forms may be obtained from the relevant
NPWS Zone Team Office, or Head Office .
(HursWille). Currently an 8 week turn-around
is guaranteed fiom receipt of an application,
provided it is complete, with all relevant details
including adequate archaeological information,
research design and advice fiom the local
Aboriginal community on the application and
proposed impact. It pays to give due attention
to all the time frames involved and plan ahead
in this regard.
Conditions on Consents
Where Consent is given there will be conditions
attached which may include requirements for
further work on the sites in the form of
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monitoring or salvage excavation (mitigating
the loss of the site).
Archaeological Monitoring

In some circumstances the Service requires
archaeological monitoring of works where
development is planned within an area where
sites occur, or where there is a high likelihood
of Aboriginal relics occurring (especially if
burials are likely). Archaeological monitoring
involves observation by a suitably qualified
observer of all excavations and development
works considered likely to disturb relics. A
record is kept of soil exposures, soil sections
and any Aboriginal relics appearing during the
course of development impact. Monitoring
may also include visits to the development
project area to determine if the conditions for
avoidance or protection are being met.
The monitoring process can involve occasional
short interruptions to development earthworks
when photographs are taken and soil sections
are cleaned and drawn. In the event that
Aboriginal skeletal remains are uncovered,
development work should stop while
negotiations are conducted with the relevant
local Aboriginal community or Local
Aboriginal Land Council over the future of the
remains.
Site Salvage

In many cases where Consent has been granted
for sites of high significance the Service will
require a program of archaeological
investigation involving excavation and analysis
structured according to an appropriate research
design.
Such extensive archaeological
investigation programs, required in instances
where a highly significant cultural resource is to
be destroyed by development works, are
referred to as archaeological salvage.

Droff

The purpose of archaeological salvage is the
retrieval of usefir1 and meaningful information
about the site and its contribution to the
understanding of human prehistory. This might
be required in lieu of the destruction of the
source of information.
The extent of
excavation required will depend on the
appropriate issues in prehistory which can be
addressed by the site's archaeology.

A salvage program must include plans and
resourcing for analysis of excavated materials,
and presentation of results with interpretation in
a fmal report.
Research Design

The Service normally expects a suitable
research design, drafted by the archaeologist
engaged to carry out the work, to accompany an
application for Consent to Destroy with
Salvage Pennit any other Permits.
A research design is a framework for inquiry
which explicitly states where and how the
investigation will contribute to understanding
site characteristics, regional prehistory and
human behaviour in the past. Research designs
are recommended for surveys, but are
mandatory for extensive sub-surface testing
work and site salvage.
The Service may be able to supply specific
guidelines for particular projects and can advise
the consultant as to whether the submitted
research design needs clarification in some
areas.
Delays can occur in determining a Consent or
Permit application if there is an unsatisfactory
outcome to liaison between the Service and a
consultant over a research design. In such an
event the Service will reject the research design
in question and advise the developer as to the
Service's requirements.
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Flow Chart for issue of Consents to Destroy
Proponent

Consultant

PREPARE
APPLICATION

NPWS
Local
Land

ASSIST WITH
PREPARATION OF
APPLICATION IF
REQUIRED

OBTAIN
LALCIABORIGINAL
COMMUNITY VIEW ON
CtoDIlMPACT

LODGE APPLICATION
8 SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTATION

Aboriginal
Community/
Aboriginal
Council

COMMENT ON CtoD
APPLICATION

4

ACKNOWLEDGE
RECEIPT

REVIEW SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTATION

l

IDENTIFY ISSUES1
PROBLEMS AND
FEEDBACK TO
PROPONENT

ADDITIONAL
DOCUMENTATION
MAY BE PROVIDED

DETERMINATION
CONSENT
APPLICATION

IMPACT PROCEEDS
WITH CONSENT
(SALVAGE AND
SALVAGE PERMIT
MAY BE REQUIRED)

4

OF

CONSENT
ISSUED
(WITH CONDITIONS)
OR
REFUSED
TO
COMPANY1
PROPONENT
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Flow Chart For Issue Of Salvage Permit
if Archaeological Work involving excavation is required by NPWS as a condition on
Consent, a SALVAGE PERMITfrom NPWS will be required
(seeflowchart for issue of Permils)
Proponent

Consultant

Aboriginal
~ o m & u n i tLocal
~l
Aboriginal Land
Council

Archaeologist

NPWS

SALVAGE IS
CONDITION ON
CONSENT

SELECT
ARCHAEOLOGIST TO
DO FURTHER WORK
AS CONDITIONED TO
CONSENT

4

PREPARE WORK
PLAN (WORK
PROGRAM) IN
CONSULTATION WITH
NPWS & APPLY FOR
SALVAGE PERMIT

4
DO WORK

CHECK REPORTS FOR
CONSENT CONDITION,___
COMPLIANCE

COMPLETE REPORT

ADVISE ON
REQUIREMENTS, AIM
& OBJECTIVES

+-,

ISSUE PERMIT
PARTICIPATE IN
FIELDWORK

REVIEW REPORT AS
TO LOCAL
CONCERNS, ANY
RESPONSE TO NPWS

-

REVIEW REPORT FOR
CONSENT CONDITION
COMPLIANCE
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Flowchart for the Issue of Permits for Impact
Assessment Work (including preliminary research permits)
Proponent

Coorult.nt
Archaeologist

Aboriginal Community/ Loo1
Aboriginal Land Council

IDENTIFYWHETHER THERE IS
A NEED FOR FOR SUB
SURFACE ARCHAEOLOGICAL
INVESTIGATION

NPWS
PROVIDE ADVICE ON
REQUIREMENTS
IDENTIFY ANY PROBLEMS WITH
ISSUE OF PERMIT TO
PROPONENTS
ARCHAEOLOGIST

CHOOSE ARCHAEOLOGIST
FOR REQUIRED WORK

1
COMMISSION
ARCHAEOLOGISTFOR WORK

----b

PREPARE WORK PLAN
(work program)

4

4

ADVISE ON WORK PLAN
ADEQUACY 6 STIPULATE
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
(Failure to comply may result in
P e n i t refusal)

COMMENT ON ANY CONCERNS
OVER PROPOSED
ARCHAEOLOGICAL WORK

LIAISE WlTH LOCAL
ABORIGINAL COMMUNITY1LALC
SUBMIT APPLICATION

C

4

ACKNOWLEDGEI RECEIPT

+

REVIEW ABORIGINAL
COMMUNITY1 LALC VlEWS

DISCUSS FINDINGS

-

W WORK

4

L

REPORT ON WORK

4

LIAISE WITH LOCAL
ABORIGINAL COMMUNITY
REGARDING
RECOMMENDATIONS

REVIEW REPORT
A

t

GRANT
PERMIT

FINAL REPORT

-

REFUSE
PERMIT

to

PARTICIPATEINWORK

Archaeologist

COMMENT ON WORK 6
RECOMMENDATIONS

R M E W REPORT AS TO LOCAL
CONCERNS, ANY RESPONSE TO
NPWS

t

,

REVIEW REPORT AS TO
PERMIT CONDITION
COMPLIANCE

t

I

ASSESS RESULTS 6 ADVISE
ON NEXT STEP
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Contracting Performance Measures
The developer needs to be aware that the
Service may reject a consultant's .approach to
archaeological testing or
salvage as
inappropriate to the task. The Service normally
corresponds with the consultant directly to
inform them of any such problems and to allow
for an exchange of ideas and development of
the research design. Work plans including a
research design can be discussed with the
Service prior to implementation if requested.
The Service does not have the resources,
however,
to
enter
into protracted
correspondence if such a problem arises. The
developer may wish to build assurances of
acceptability by the Service into a contract with
a consultant to minimise the risk of delays to
development schedules.
Clarification of some points in a consultant's
report may also be required by the Service after
submission for review. In rare instances further

fieldwork may be required if it is apparent that
the archaeological work performed has not been
adequate to provide an acceptable assessment
of
significance
with
management
recommendations. The developer should be
aware that there may be delays in satisfying
Service requirements, for example in the
determination of an EIS, if fieldwork or
reporting is seen by the Service as not having
been suited to the particular task. If there has
been appropriate liaison with the Service and
sufficient attention paid to particular Service
requirements for a project, there should be little
problem in the review process.
For large scale developments impacting on a
large significant site or series of significant sites
over a long period, such as may be the case
with the mining industry, it may be advisable to
contract work in phases. Staged contracts allow
for performance review.

Aboriginal Heritage & Development Planning

Draft

NPWS Contacts...
NPWS is moving to a new structure whereby all EIA work not on Service
estate will be managed by "Zone Teams". Zone Team archaeologists will
replace Service archaeologists previously based at Regional Offices.
Cultural Heritage staff at Head Office will be.eventually be located within
several areas: Central Region Zone Team, Technical Services Division and
Conservation & Planning Division. Until the restructure is finalised the
following contact numbers still apply

Head Office
43 Bridge St Hurstville NSW
PO Box 1967 Hurstville 2220
Switch:
(02) 585 6555
Cultural Heritage Conservation Division
Floor 3,43 Bridge St Hurstville
Fax:
(02) 585 6460
(02) 585 6545
Executive Officer:
(02j 585 6471
Sites Registrar:
Regional Archaeologist,
Hunter Valley (Zone Team):
(02) 585 6461
Head, Aboriginal Heritage Branch:
(02) 585 6466

Central Region Office
l st Floor, 10 Valentine Ave Parramatta
PO Box 95 Parramatta 2 150
Fax:
(02) 895 74 14
Cultural Resources Co-ordinator:
(02) 895 7440
Senior Aboriginal Sites Officer:
(02) 895 7727
Northern Region Office
49 Victoria St Grafton
PO Box 97 Grafton 2460
(066) 42 06 19
Fax :
Regional Archaeologist: (066) 42 0593

Snowy Mountains Region
contact Southern Region Office
Southern Region Office
6 Rutledge St Queanbeyan
PO Box 733 Queanbeyan 2620
Fax:
(06) 297 4851
Regional Archaeologist: (06) 299 562 1
Western Region Office
183 Argent St Broken Hill
PO Box 459 Broken Hill 2880
Fax:
(080) 88 3034
Regional Archaeologist:
(based at Broken Hill Region)
(080) 87 1466
Regional Archaeologist
(based at Lower Darling District)
050) 23 1278
Fax:
(050) 23 0447
Regional Archaeologist
(based at Coonabarabran District)
(068) 25 13 1 1
Fax:
(068) 42 2124

AACA Inc.
ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP LIST
This list contains entries for financial associate members of the Association. Members who
have not yet supplied an entry should contact Tessa Corkill as soon as possible and their
entries will be placed in the next Newsletter. Any member who does not appear on this list
should contact Tessa Corkill and their entries will be put into the next Newsletter. If any
errors have been made please accept our apologies and send an update to Tessa.

NEW SOUTH WALES
NAME:
ADDRESS:

APPLETON John

NAME:
ADDRESS:

BARTON Huw
312a Short Street
GLEBE NSW 2037
(02) 660-4439

10 Roslyn Avenue
ARMIDALE NSW 2350
TELEPHONE:
(067) 72 65 12
FAX:
(067) 72 6512
AVAILABILITY: AnytimelAnywhere
EXPERIENCWINTEREST: Prehistoric and Historic: surveys,
recording, excavation, and analysis - all site types. Salvage and
recovery. Aboriginal consultation

TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY:
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST:
NAME:
ADDRESS:

BOWER Rebecca
3/23 Waningah Road
MOSMAN NSW 2088
(02) 968-3058

TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY:
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST:
NAME:
ADDRESS:

NAME:
ADDRESS:

CARNEY Martin

CASEY Mary
68 Warren Road
MARRICKVILLE NSW 2204
TELEPHONE:
(02) 558-2014
(02) 558-2014
PAX:
MOBILE:
(018) 43-7564
AVAILABILITY: AnytimelAnywhere
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Excavation and Archaeological
monitoring; Survey; Recording of standing structures;
Conservation Plans; recording of cemeteries.
NAME:
ADDRESS:

COLLINS Jacqueline

ADDRESS:

9 Unique Close
DUNBOGAN NSW 2443
TELEPHONE:
(065) 59-9138
FAX:
(065) 59-9777
AVAILABILm: Anytime NSW North Coast
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Aboriginal Prehistoric site
surveylexcavation.

-

DONLON Denise
36 Alt Street
BONDI JUNCTION NSW 2022
(02) 389-7397
(02) 387-8596

TELEPHONE:
FAX:
AVAILABILITY:
EXPERIENCE/INTEREST: Prehistoric site survey, recording,
excavation; identification and analysis of human skeletal
material; Forensic Archaeology.
NAME:
ADDRESS:

58 Cardigan Street
STANMORE NSW 2048
TELEPHONE:
(02) 5 17-2551
AVAILABILITY: AnytimeIAnywhere: (Contact/Historical Sites)
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Project management, excavation,
ceramic and glass analysis, survey, assessment, documentary
research.

NAME:

CREW David
Wirrima Consultancies Pty Limited
69 Samuel Street
TEMPE NSW 2044
TELEPHONE:
(02) 558-9161
FAX:
(02) 558-9161
AV WABILITY: AnytimeIAnywhere
EXP~RIENCWINTEREST: Prehistoric, Contact & Historic site
survey1 recordinglexcavationlassessmentfor EIS's and
management plans; Aboriginal consultationlliaison for CRM
projects; Community Education.
NAME:
ADDRESS:

DOUGLAS Peter
21108 Beach Rd
BONDI BEACH NSW 2026
(02) 365-476 1

TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY:
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST:

DREW Julie
Cl- 7 Parsley Road
VAUCLUSE NSW 2030
TELEPHONE:
(02) 337-2803
FAX:
(02) 388-7526
AVAILABILITY: AnytimelAnywhere
EXPERIENCWINTEREST: Prehistoric
surveylrecordinglexcavation;Background research @rehistoric/
historic); Shell analysis: Rock art recording & management.
NAME:
ADDRESS:

EDGAR John
72 Caimes Road
GLENORE NSW 3 157
TELEPHONE:
(02) 652-1470
FAX MODEM:
(02) 652-1470
AVAILABILITY: NSW, QLD, VIC, Anytime
EXPERIENCUINTEREST: Archaeological site
survey/excavation; stone tool analysis; statistical manipulation of
data, art recording.
NAME:
ADDRESS:

NAME:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
FAX:

FLOREK Stan
717 Meadow Crescent
Meadowbank NSW 21 14
hm: (02) 809 5890 wk: (02) 339 8306
(02) 339-8307

NAME:

GORMAN Alice
ADDRESS: Cl- Grant Lamond
St Edmund Hall
OXFORD OX14AR UK
EXPERIENCUINTEREST: PrehistoriclHistoric site survey,
recording, excavation; drawing; lithic analysis; CRM.
NAME:
ADDRESS:

HALL Rodger
59 Blackbun Ave
SANDY BEACH NSW 2456
TELEPHONE:
(066) 56-8900
AVAILABILITY: Not Until July 1995
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Aboriginal site surveys specialising
in predictive modelling and lithic analysis.
NAME:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
FAX:

HOPE Jeannette
PO Box 702
MARRICKVILLE NSW 2204
(02) 559-143 1
(02) 559-143 1

IACONO Nadia
45 Grove Street
BIRCHGROVE NSW 2041
TELEPHONE:
(02) 818-5774
AVAILABILITY: Subject to commitments
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Historic (incl. Cemetery and
Industrial Sites) and Contact site surveylexcavationlrecording;
Archaeological Monitoring; Archival Research; Exhibitions &
Interpretation.
NAME:
ADDRESS:

KELLY Shanda
50 Foucart Street
ROZELLE NSW 2039
TELEPHONE:
(02) 8 10-4007
AVAILABILITY: Anytime, prefer short term jobs, Sydney area
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Prehistoric & Historic site survey,
recording and excavation. Research in libraries, archives,
council records.

TELEPHONE:
NAME:
ADDRESS :
TELEPHONE:
NAME:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:

KRELLOR Luci-Anne
11353 New Canterbury Rd,
DULWICH HILL NSW 2203
(02) 569-1082

'

NAME:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY:

PEARSON Warwick
14 Greenlee Street
GREEN POINT NSW 225 1
(043) 65-1 164
ROWNEY Martin
89A Comnna Road
STANMORE NSW 2048
(02) 560-7090

TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILmY:
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST:
NAME:
ADDRESS:

SALE Katherine
4 Arthur Street
BALMAIN NSW 2041
TELEPHONE:
(02) 55507 191
AVAILABILITY: Anywhere, anytime
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Prehistoric site survey recording
and excavation; background research; Specialised in rock art
conservation and visitor manage-ment; rock afl recording; report
production and recommendations.
NAME:
ADDRESS:

SEFTON Caryll
12 Chenhall Street
WOONONA NSW 2517
PHONE:
(042) 84-2004
AVAILABILITY: AnytimelIllawarra and Sydney only
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Prehistoric site survey; Mining
Subsidence; Rock art; Excavation: Middens.
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SILCOX Rex
26 Fawcett Street
MAYFIELD NSW 2304
TELEPHONE:
(049) 60-1662
FAX :
(049) 60-1662
AVAILABILITY: AnytimelAnywhere
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Prehistoric site survey, recording L
excavation.
NAME:
ADDRESS:

LOMAX Kim
59 Blackbutt Avenue
SANDY BEACH NSW 2456
(066) 56-2235

LOWE Tony
68 Warren Road
MARRICKVILLE NSW 2204
TELEPHONE:
(02) 558-2014
FAX:
(02) 558-2014
MOBILE:
(01 8) 437-564
AVAILABILITY: AnytimelAnywhere
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Experience in all facets of Historic
site excavation & recording; Historic research.
NAME:
ADDRESS:

'

NAME:
ADDRESS:

LINDBERCH Jennie
23 Thomas Street
CHIPPENDALE NSW 2008
(02) 698-241 7

NAME:
ADDRESS:

OAKLEY Bobbietje
91 Great Buckingham St
REDFERN NSW 201 6
TELEPHONE:
(02) 3 19-2406
AVAILABILITY: ~ n y t i m e l h ~ w h e r e
EXPERIENCUINTEREST: Prehistoric survey, recording,
excavation; Technological data and analysis; CRM;
management recommendations; Report production.

NAME:
ADDRESS:

NAME:
ADDRESS:

NAME:
ADDRESS:

NAME:
ADDRESS:

k

SNELGROVE Catherine
PO Box 927
GLEBE NSW 2037
TELEPHONE:
(02) 660-6 173
AVAILABILITY: All states
EXPERIENCUINTEREST:
NAME:
ADDRESS:

STEELE Dominic
64 Edgeware Road
ENMORE NSW 2042
TELEPHONE:
(02) 5 19-3010
AVAILABILITY: All states
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Prehistoric and historic sites,
surveylrecordinglexcavation; Midden and fauna1 analysis;
Report production.

LYDON Jane

TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY: AnytimelAnywhere
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Historical Archaeology: research,
fieldwork & analysis; Interpretive and educational projects.

NAME:
ADDRESS:

STENNING Eve
80 Bay Street
MOSMAN NSW 2088
TELEPHONE:
(02) 960-39 14
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Historical Archaeology and all that
this implies.

NAME:
ADDRESS:

STOCKS Robyn
81236 Windsor Road
NORTHMEAD NSW 2152
(02) 639-2359

NAME:
ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY:
EXPERIENCWINTEREST: Historical archaeology survey/excavation/monitoringlarchival research1CRM; Mefact
recording & analysis; Prehistoric survey. Exp in Middle East
and UK.
NAME:
ADDRESS:

WELLFARE Sharon
7 Leopold Street
CROYDON PARK NSW 2132
TELEPHONE:
(02) 799461 8
AVAILABILITY: Anytime - NSW, QLD, VIC.
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: PrehistoriclHistoric site
surveylrecording/excavation;Archival research.
NAME:
ADDRESS :
TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY:

NAME:
ADDRESS:

NAME:
ADDRESS:

ALFREDSON Gillian
180 Chapel Hill Road,
CHAPEL HILL QLD 4069
TELEPHONE:
(07) 378-3883
AVAILABILITY: Queensland
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: PrehistoriclHistoric site survey,
recording; Heritage studies; Aboriginal consultation; archival
research.

HALL Nicholas
94 Officer Place
AINSLIE ACT 2601
(06) 257-5806

NAME:
ADDRESS:

KUSKIE Peter
South East Archaeology
1 Woodgrove Court
BRUCE ACT 2617
TELEPHONE:
(06) 251-5201
MOBILE:
(01 8) 63 1 273
FAX:
(06) 25 1-5201
AVAILABILITY: AnywherelAnyIime
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Prehistoric and Historic site survey,
recording and excavation; Aboriginal consultation; CRM.

NAME:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
FAX:
AVAILABILITY:

WALSHE Keryn
GPO Box 3068
CANBERRA ACT 2601
TELEPHONE:
(06) 288-8390 hm
(06) 243-85 19
FAX:
(06) 269-271 1
AVAILABILITY: AnytimelAnywhere
EXPERIENCWINTEREST: Archaeozoology; Taphonomic
analysis of vertebrate material.
NAME:
ADDRESS:

QUEENSLAND

NAME:
ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY:

TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY:
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST:

WILKINSON Kath
259 Vimiera Road
EASTWOOD NSW 2122
(02) 868-2903

TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY:
EXPERIENCWINTEREST:

NAME:
ADDRESS:

ROBERTS Andrew
PO Box 636
CANBERRA 2601

MACFARLANE Ingereth
22 Allambee Street
REID ACT 2601
(06) 247-5349

DAVIESSU~
15 Errard Street
KELVIN GROVE QLD 4059

TELEPHONE:
AV ALABILITY:
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST:
GREER Shelley
Northern Archaeology
Consultancies Ry Ltd
PO Box 1078
AlTKENVILLE QLD 48 14
TELEPHONE:
(077) 79-1922
FAX:
(077) 75-525 1
AVAILABILITY: AnytimeIAnywhere
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Survey; excavation; CRM;
community consultation; Cape York archaeology.
NAME:
ADDRESS :

NAME:
ADDRESS:

HATTE E l i b e t h
Northern Archaeology
Consultations Ply Ltd
PO Box 1078
AlTKENVILLE QLD 48 14 ,
TELEPHONE:
(077) 714282
FAX:
(077) 21-5986
AVAILABILITY: AnytimelAnywhere
EXPERENCEIINTEREST: Aboriginal & European site survey,
recording & excavation, Aboriginal consultation, rock art
recording.

MORRISON R. G.
25 Forbes Street
TURNER ACT 2601
(06) 247-9574 hm
(06) 271-2132 wk
(06) 273-2395 wk

NAME:
ADDRESS:

OFFICER Kelvin
Navin Officer Archaeological Resource
Management
14 Blackman Cres
/
MACQUARIE ACT 2614
TELEPHONE:
(06) 253-2838
FAX:
(06) 253-2838
AVAILABILITY: AnytimelAnywhere
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: All forms of rock art recording;
rock art conservation and management.
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NAME:
ADDRESS:

MARDAGA-CAMPBELL M.
Northern Archaeology
Consultancies Ply Ltd
PO Box 1078
AITKENVILLE QLD 4814

TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY:
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST:

NAME:
ADDRESS :

NAME:
ADDRESS:

STOCKS Robyn
81236 Windsor Road
NORTHMEAD NSW 2152
(02) 639-2359

TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY:
EXPERXENCEIINTEREST: Historical archaeology
survey/excavation~monitoring/archivalresearch/CRM; Artefact
recording & analysis; Prehistoric survey. Exp in Middle East
and UK.

-

NAME:
ADDRESS:

WELLFARE Sharon
7 Leopold Street
CROYDON PARK NSW 2132
TELEPHONE:
(02) 799-46 18
AVAILABILITY: Anytime - NSW, QLD, VIC.
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: PrehistoriclHistoric site
surveylrecordinglexcavation; Archival research.
NAME:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY:

TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY:
EXPERIENCEtINTEREST:
NAME:
ADDRESS:

KUSKIE Peter
South East Archaeology
1 Woodgrove Court
BRUCE A f f 2617
TELEPHONE:
(06) 251-5201
MOBILE:
(018) 631 273
FAX:
(06) 25 1-5201
AVAILABILITY: AnywherelAnytime
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Prehistoric and Historic site survey,
I
recording and excavation; Aboriginal consultation; CRM.

'l
1

I

TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY:

MACFARLANE lngereth
22 Allambee $reet
REID ACT 2901
(06) 247-5349
MORRISON R. G.
25 ~ o r b e kStreet
T U R N F ~A f f 2601
(06) 297-9574 hm
(06) ?7 1-2132 wk

NAME:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
FAX:
AV AILABILITY :
NAME:
ADDRESS:

OI%'ICER Kelvin
~ a v i nOfficer Archaeological Resource
' Management
14 Blackman Cres
MACQUARIE ACT 26 14
(06) 253-2838
TELEPHONE:
(06) 253-2838
FAX:
AVAILABILITY: AnytimelAnywhere
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: All forms of rock art recording;
rock art conservation and management.

!
/

/'

NAME:
ADDRESS:

;WALSHE Kervn
/ GFO Box 3068
CANBERRA A f f 2601
TELEPHONE:
(06) 288-8390 hm
(06) 243-85 19
(06) 269-271 1
FAX:
AVAIL,?BILITY: Anytimelhywhere
EXPE!UENCEIINTEREST: Archaeozoology; Taphonomic
anal$& of vertebrate material.

QUEENSLAND
NAME:
ADDRESS:

HALL Nicholas
94 Officer Place
AINSLIE ACT 2601
(06) 257-5806

NAME:
ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY:
FXPERIENCEANTEF~T~

WILKINSON Kath
259 Vimiera Road
EASTWOOD NSW 2122
(02) 868-2903

A.C.T.
NAME:
ADDRESS:

ROBERTS Andrew
PO Box 636
CANBERRA 2601

ALFREDSON Gillian
180 Chapel Hill Road,
CHAPEL HILL QLD 4069
(07) 378-3883
TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY: Queensland
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: PrehistoricIHistoric site survey,
recording; Heritage studies; Aboriginal consultation; archival
research.
NAME:
ADDRESS:

DAVIES Sue
15 Errard Street
KELVIN GROVE QLD 4059

TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY:
EXPEFUENCEIINTEREST:
NAME:
ADDRESS:

GREER Shelley
Northern Archaeology
Consultancies Pty Ltd
PO Box 1078
AlTKENVILLE QLD 48 14
TELEPHONE:
(077) 79-1922
FAX:
(077) 75-525 1
AVAILABILITY: Anytime/hywhere
EXPUUENCWINTEREST: Survey; excavation; CRM;
community consultation; Cape York archaeology.
NAME:
ADDRESS:

HATTE Elizabeth

NAME:
ADDRESS:

MARDAGA-CAMPBELL M.
Northern Archaeology
Consultancies R y Ltd
PO Box 1078
AlTKENVILLE QLD 4814

Northern Archaeology
Consultations Ay Ltd
PO Box 1078
AlTKENVILLE QLD 48 14 .
TELEPHONE:
(077) 71-4282
FAX:
(077) 21-5986
AVAILABILITY: AnytimelAnywhere
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Aboriginal & European site survey,
recording & excavation, Aboriginal consultation, m k art
recording.

TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY:
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST:

TASMANIA
NAME:
ADDRESS:
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TELEPHONE:
MOBILE:
AVAILABILITY:

SEARLE Cathie
7 Raminea road
LINDISFARNE TAS 7015
(002) 43-7426
(018) 085-776

VICTORIA
NAME:
ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY:
EXPEIUENCWINTEREST:
NAME:
ADDRESS:

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
NAME:
ADDRESS :

JONES Michael
PO Box 2587
KENT TOWN SA 5071

TELEPHONE:
MOBILE:
(018) 085-776
AVAILABILITY: AnytimelAnywhere
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Historical and prehistorical
excavation management; site research and survey, some
conservation planning; measured site survey and drafting - CAD
proficient
NAME:
ADDRESS:

NICHOLSON Annie
P . 0 Box 3 184
UNLEY SA 5061
TELEPHONE:
(08) 373-6000
FAX:
(08) 27 1-2484
AVAILABILITY: AnytimelAnywhere
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Coastal, semi-arid & arid zone
archaeology - SA and NSW: Community consultation and
heritage management in relation to Aboriginal Cultural Heritage.
NAME:
ADDRESS:

O'HEA Margaret
Cl- Dept of Classics
UNIVERSITY OF ADELAIDE SA 5006
TELEPHONE:
(08) 303-5344
FAX:
(08) 224-0464
AVAILABILITY: Dec to Feb
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Historical Archaeology: Glass
Analysis.
NAME:
ADDRESS:

ROLA-WOJCIECHOWSKI Caroline
5140 Queen Street
NORWOOD SA 5067
TELEPHONE:
(08)
. . 333-0715
AVAILABILITY: AnytimeIAnywhere
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Aboriginal sites survey and
excavation; research and artefact cataloguing.
NAME:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
AV AILABILITY:
NAME:
ADDRESS :

STANIFORTH Mark
57 Main Street
EASTWOOD SA 5063
(08) 373-3267 hm

WOOD Vivieme
21 Washington St
HILTON SA 5033
TELEPHONE:
(08) 354-0302
AVAILABILITY: AnytimelAnywhere
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Pre-European suwey,recording and
excavation; CRM; Midden and Fauna1 analysis; Report
production; background in Geography & Anthropology.

ELLENDER Isabel
520 Racecourse Road
FLEMINGTON VIC 303 1
(03) 372 2023

LONG Andrew
56 Argyle Street
ST KILDA VIC 3 182
(03) 534-7146

TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY:
EXPERIENCUINTEREST:
NAME:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:

LUSTY Debra
18 Grattan Street
CARLTON VIC 3053
(03) 347-9894 (hm)
(03) 690-5322 (wk)
(03) 69602947

FAX:
AVAILABILITY:
EXPERIENCWINTEREST: Primary interest Low density
surface artefact assemblages (Aboriginal). Aboriginal site survey
and excavation.
NAME:
ADDRESS:

MUHLEN-SCHULTE Roark
PO Box 590
RICHMOND VIC 3121
(03) 8 18 8909

TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY:
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST:
NAME:
ADDRESS:

MURPHY Andrea

NAME:
ADDRESS:

VINES Gary

PO Box 193
OFFICER VIC 3809
TELEPHONE:
(059) 432-389
FAX:
(03) 646-9242
AVAILABILITY: AnytimelAnywhere
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Aboriginal and Historic site
survey/excavation/recording.Historic Garden Archaeology.
18 Hilda Street
BALWYN VIC 3 103

TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY:
EXPERENCWINTEREST:

NORTHERN TERRITORY
NAME:
ADDRESS:

BRADSHAW Elizabeth
215 Chewings Street
ALICE SPRINGS NT 0870
(089) 522898

TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY:
EXPERIENCEDNTEREST:
NAME:
ADDRESS:

CREGORY Robyn
7/38 George Cres
FANNIE BAY NT 0820

TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY:
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST:

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
NAME:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
FAX:
AVAILABILITY:
NAME:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY:

CORSINI Stephen
5 1 Sampson Road
KALAMUNDA WA 6076
(09) 293-4963
(09) 274- 1865
DORTCH Joe
14 Bums Street
NORTH FREMANTLE WA 6 159
(09) 335-3906

NAME:
ADDRESS:

GIBBS Martin
63 River Ave
MADDINGTON WA 6109
TELEPHONE:
(09) 386-4074
AVAILABILITY: Anytime
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Prehistoric Site Survey &
Excavation; Historic Site Survey, Assessment, Excavation and
Analysis; WA Historic Research.
NAME:
ADDRESS:

GREEN Nicholas
PO Box 1349
FREMANTLE WA 6158
TELEPHONE:
(09) 322-7144
AVAILABILITY: Not at present
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: l 0 years recording sites of
significance to Aboriginal people in WA, especially in the
Kimberley Region.
NAME:
ADDRESS:

GREENF'IELD Paul
6 Hartwell Street
COOLBlNIA WA 6050
(09) 444-6070
(09) 444-6670

NAME:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY:
NAME:
ADDRESS:

SCHWEDE Madge
28 Bedford St
NEDLANDS WA 6009
TELEPHONE:
(09) 386-7993
AVAILABILITY: Anytime, WA
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Prehistoric site survey, recording
and excavation; stone analysis; CRM.

SMITH Jennifer
21 Duke Street
EAST FREMANTLE WA 6 158
TELEPHONE:
(09) 380-3949
(09)380- 1023
FAX:
AVAILABILITY: Not at Present
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Prehistoric and Historic site survey,
recording and excavation.
NAME:
ADDRESS:

NAME:
ADDRESS:

STOKES Cathy
Dept of Archaeology
University of W.A.
NEDLANDS WA 6009
TELEPHONE:
(09) 378-3946 (work)
(09) 383-1 870 (home)
AVAILABILITY: Limited to short term projects - Kimberley,
WA.
EXPERIENCUINTEREST: Kimberley Archaeology;
Community consultation; Fauna1 analysis; Prehistoric site
survey, recording and analysis.
NAME:
ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:
FAX:
AVAILABILITY:
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST:

TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILFY:

NAME:
ADDRESS :

NAME:
ADDRESS:

JACKSON Gavin
PO Box 1349
FREMANTLE WA 6158
(09) 322-7144

TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY:
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST:
NAME:
ADDRESS:

LANTZKE Donald
C/- 1170 Hay Street
WEST PERTH WA 6005
TELEPHONE:
(09) 321-1330
FAX:
(09) 321-1550
EXPWENCE/INTEREST: Southwest WA, Pilbara and the
Goldfields.
NAME:
ADDRESS:

MARTIN Christine
1117 Greenock Avenue
COMO WA 6152
(09) 450-5472

TELEPHONE:
AVAILABILITY:
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST:
NAME:
ADDRESS:

McGANN Sally
3113 Everett St
CRAWLEY WA 6009

TELEPHONE:
FAX:
AVAILABILITY: Contract work
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Australian Archaeology,
particularly Shark Bay.

NAYTON Gay
10 Central Avenue
MAYLANDS WA 605 1
(09) 271-1277

UNDERWOOD Sophia
68 Salisbury Street
SUBIACO WA 6008
(09) 38 1-7932

VEITCH Bruce
40 South Street
FREMANTLE WA 6160
TELEPHONE:
(09) 430-5041
FAX:
(09) 380-1023
AVAILABILRY: Short Periods, up to 3 weeks
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Coastal Archaeology, Kimberley
and Pilbara; Aboriginal Consultation; Remote area work.
NAME:
ADDRESS:

WARREN Louis

PO Box 560

PORT HEADLAND WA 6721
TELEPHONE:
(091) 731-054
PAX:
(091) 731-141
AVAILABILITY: Short term contracts
EXPERIENCEIINTEREST: Aboriginal site survey1
excavationlrecordinglassessment; Reports writing - WA, NT,
TAS Vic - 15 years experience.

AACA Inc.
AFFILIATE MEMBERSHIP LIST
NAME:

ATTENBROW Dr Valerie

POSITION: Scientific Officer
ADDRESS: Australian Museum
PO Box A285
SYDNEY SOUTH NSW 2001
College Street
SYDNEY NSW 2000
TELEPHONE: (02) 339-8196
FAX:
(02) 339-8307
NAME:

BOWDLER Professor Sandra

POSITION: Professor of Archaeology
ADDRESS: Centre for Prehistory
University of WA
NEDLANDS WA 6009
TELEPHONE: (09) 380-2868

NAME:

GOREKI Dr Paul

POSITION: Lecturer
ADDRESS: Dept. of Behavioural Sciences
James Cook University
TOWNSVILLE QLD 4811
TELEPHONE: (077) 814-281 814-1 11
NAME:

HORSFALL Dr Nicky

POSITION: Regional Archaeologist
ADDRESS: Far North Region
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